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A system variable contains read-only information that is available to all NCL
procedures in the system.  This information may either be constant (for example,
&SYS.TIME always contains the current time) or procedure-dependent (for example,
&SYS.RETCODE returns a value dependent on the result of a verb operation).

A system variable is indicated by the &SYS. prefix.  For system variables in NCL
procedures, this prefix must be included.

This section describes the general-purpose system variables that are available to all
NCL procedures.  The description of each system variable contains:

A brief overview of what the system variable does.

A diagram showing the syntax of the system variable.

Considerations that affect the use of the system variable.

A list of related system variables, verbs, or other NCL statements.

At least one example for each system variable.  Null strings are indicated in
examples by two single quote characters together (‘’).  For those examples that do
not consist of complete procedures, the relevant system variable is shown as the
object of a SAY or an IF core statement.  This NCL statement can then be
conveniently included in a procedure of your own choice.  Certain panel type
variables assume that a valid panel exists and has been displayed.

There are system variables that contain standard input and output field attributes used
during panel processing, see Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

There are also suites of special system variables that occur only on completion of
certain verbs; these variables are documented in Section 7, “Message Profile
Variables.”

It is important to note that system variables that begin with &SYS.ERROR. can be used
only in an ON error handler.  For examples of error handlers, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

System variables that begin with &SYS.ERROR. are provided to assist the user in
obtaining more information about the types of errors that can occur during the
execution of an NCL process.  These variables are set internally within NCL whenever
it discovers a run-time error.  If the user does not try to trap (intercept) and investigate
the error, NCL terminates the NCL process and issues a message indicating the type of
error and the line number in the source file at which the error occurred.

For more information on error handlers, see the ON core statement in Section 2, “Core
Statements.”  For a correlation between the NCL error codes and the system-defined
error condition names, see Table 2-3, also in Section 2.
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Note &SYSMSG is included in this section although it is not strictly a system variable.  NCL uses this variable in
certain special cases connected with panel and file processing.  It is similar to a user variable in that its
value can be set by the user.  Unlike system variables, its value is not common to all procedures and
functions within the same NCL process.  Like any other user variable, if you want to share this variable
among different procedures, you must use the SHRVARS operand of the CONTROL verb, or the
SHARE options in the CALL and PROCEDURE core statements.

System variables cannot be used to the left of an assignment statement, except for the
four modifiable system variables listed next:

&SYS.LOOPCTL

&SYS.PANEL.SKIP

&SYS.PANEL.FLD

&SYS.RETCODE

For help in understanding syntax notation, see “Notation Conventions” at the
beginning of this manual.
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Summary of System
Variables

Table 5-1 lists and briefly describes the system variables that are available in NCL.

Table 5-1.  List of System Variables and Functions (Page 1 of 5)

System Variable Function

&SYS.ALLPARMS Contains a single string that holds the values of all parameters
entered when an NCL procedure is invoked.

&SYS.CURS.COL Contains the column location of the cursor.

&SYS.CURS.FLD Contains the name of the input or outvar field for the most
recent data entry from a panel.

&SYS.CURS.POS Contains the offset to the cursor position, from the start of the
field defined by &SYS.CURS.FLD.

&SYS.CURS.ROW Contains the row location of the cursor.

&SYS.DATE.DAY Contains the current day of the week.

&SYS.DATE.n Contains the current date in one of the specified formats.

&SYS.DOM.ID Contains the DOM ID identifier that must be used by the
NRDDEL verb to delete a NRD message.

&SYS.ERROR.CODE Contains the integer setting that indicates the NCL error type.

&SYS.ERROR.COLUMN Contains the column in a line of code in which an error
occurred.

&SYS.ERROR.COND Contains the name of the error condition that was issued.

&SYS.ERROR.FILE Contains the name of the source file associated with the NCL
procedure that issued the error.

&SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD Contains the keyword that caused the error.

&SYS.ERROR.LIB Contains the name of the source library associated with the
NCL procedure that issued the error.

&SYS.ERROR.LINE Contains the line number in the source file in which the error
occurred.

&SYS.ERROR.NAME Contains the name specification that caused the error before
substitution.

&SYS.ERROR.PROCNAME Contains the name of the procedure that caused an error to be
raised.

&SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK Indicates if the procedure can be resumed.

&SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK Indicates if the statement causing the error can be retried.

&SYS.ERROR.STMT Contains the statement number that caused the error to be
issued.

&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME Contains the name of the statement that caused the error.

&SYS.ERROR.SUBNAME Contains the name specification that caused the error after
substitution.

&SYS.ERROR.TEXT Contains additional information on the nature of an NCL error
or condition.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE Contains the value that caused the error to be issued.
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Table 5-1.  List of System Variables and Functions (Page 2 of 5)

System Variable Function

&SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK Indicates whether &SYS.ERROR.VALUE contains information
about an error.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 Contains a second value that caused the error to be issued.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK Indicates whether &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 contains
information about an error.

&SYS.FDBK Returns numeric completion information after execution of
selected NCL verbs.

&SYS.FILE.ERROR Contains the Guardian file system error.

&SYS.FILE.ID Contains the current local file identifier.

&SYS.FILE.KEY Contains the value of the full key of the last record read from a
UDB.

&SYS.FILE.PATH Contains the number of the file from which the FILE GET verb
retrieved a record.

&SYS.FILE.RC Contains the return code of a file-processing function.

&SYS.FILE.RCNT Contains a count of the number of records generically deleted
by the FILE DEL verb.

&SYS.GUID.GROUP Contains the group number that an NCL process is currently
running under.

&SYS.GUID.USER Contains the user number that an NCL process is currently
running under.

&SYS.INKEY Contains the name of the function key that terminated user
input in the last displayed panel.

&SYS.INT.REQ# Contains the count of messages queued to the dependent
request queue of an NCL process.

&SYS.INT.RSP# Contains the count of messages queued to the dependent
response queue of an NCL process.

&SYS.INTYPE Contains the name of the dependent queue on which a
message has arrived.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE Contains the date when the user last logged on to the system.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM Contains the logical name of the terminal last used by the
user.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM Contains the physical name of the terminal last used by the
user.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME Contains the time when the user last logged on to the system.

&SYS.LOCK.MSG Contains the text of the existing lock message or the existing
request.

&SYS.LOOPCTL Contains the current setting of the automatic loop control
counter.

&SYSMSG Contains an error message set by NCL panel services and/or
NCL file processing.
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Table 5-1.  List of System Variables and Functions (Page 3 of 5)

System Variable Function

&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY Contains the natural or untranslated name of the function key
that was last used during a panel operation or to enter data.

&SYS.NCL.BASEPROC
&SYS.NCL.CURRPROC

Contains the name of the procedure currently being executed
(&SYS.NCL.CURRPROC) and the base procedure that
invoked it (&SYS.NCL.BASEPROC).

&SYS.NCL.ENV Contains the environment in which the NCL process is
executing.

&SYS.NCL.NEST Contains the current procedure's nesting level.

&SYS.NCL.RESTART Contains the number of restarts for a persistent NCL process.

&SYS.NCL.TYPE Contains the type of the current procedure.

&SYS.NCL.VERSION Contains the current version of NCL.

&SYS.NCL.VMAX Contains the maximum length of an NCL variable.

&SYS.NCLID Contains the unique identifier of the NCL procedure that is
referring to the variable.

&SYS.NM.DID Contains the value of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS domain
identifier.

&SYS.NM.ID Contains the ID of this NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

&SYS.NNM.PRODNUM Contains the Tandem product number of the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system.

&SYS.NNM.RELDATE Contains the release date of this NonStop NET/MASTER MS
system.

&SYS.NNM.VERSION Contains the current version of this NonStop NET/MASTER
MS system.

&SYS.NODE.NAME Contains the system name of the local system.

&SYS.NODE.NUM Contains the system number of the local system.

&SYS.OCS.ID
&SYS.OCS.IDO

Contains the OCS ID name for the current window and the
background window.

&SYS.OS.GENERIC Contains the generic operating system under which NonStop
NET/MASTER MS is operating.

&SYS.OS.SPECIFIC Contains the specific operating system under which NonStop
NET/MASTER MS is operating.

&SYS.PANEL.ERRORC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPERRORC—the color of error fields and error messages on
a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.ERRORH Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPERRORH—the display mode of error fields and error
messages on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.FKEYC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPFKEYC—the color of left and right titles and function key
descriptions on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.FLD Contains the name of the variable associated with the field in
error.
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Table 5-1.  List of System Variables and Functions (Page 4 of 5)

System Variable Function

&SYS.PANEL.ID Contains the name of the current panel.

&SYS.PANEL.INPHIC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPINPHIC—the color of mandatory input fields on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.INPLOC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPINPLOC—the color of optional input fields on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.INPUTH Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPINPUTH—the display mode of input fields on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.INPUTP Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPINPUTP—the value for the pad character in a panel input
field.

&SYS.PANEL.LABELC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPLABELC—the color of field labels and comments on a
panel.

&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD Contains the names of the fields that have been modified in a
displayed panel.

&SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPOUTHIC—the color of permanent output data fields on a
panel.

&SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPOUTLOC—the color of optional output data fields on a
panel.

&SYS.PANEL.SKIP Contains the next panel skip level.

&SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPSUBTLC—the display mode of subtitles and headings on a
panel.

&SYS.PANEL.TITLEC Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPTITLEC—the color of centered titles on a panel.

&SYS.PANEL.TITLEP Contains the value specified with the command SYSPARMS
SPTITLEP—the value for the pad character in centered titles
on a panel.

&SYS.PARMCNT Contains the count of the number of variables entered when a
procedure is invoked.

&SYS.PSEND.ERROR Contains the current Guardian file system error.

&SYS.PSEND.PSERROR Contains the current PATHSEND error.

&SYS.PSEND.ID Contains the ID of the current local PSEND identifier.

&SYS.PSEND.RC Contains the return code resulting from the last PATHSEND
operation.
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Table 5-1.  List of System Variables and Functions (Page 5 of 5)

System Variable Function

&SYS.RETCODE Contains the current system return code or contains a new
user-assigned return code value.

&SYS.SIGNON Indicates whether a second window has been opened.

&SYS.SYS.ID Contains the current operating system identification.

&SYS.TERM.COLS Contains the number of columns available to the physical
terminal.

&SYS.TERM.DEVNAME Contains the physical name of the terminal with which the NCL
procedure is associated.

&SYS.TERM.EXTCO Indicates if the terminal from which the NCL procedure is
executing supports extended color.

&SYS.TERM.EXTHI Indicates whether the terminal from which the NCL procedure
is executing supports extended highlighting.

&SYS.TERM.NAME Contains the name of the terminal from which the NCL
procedure is executing.

&SYS.TERM.ROWS Contains the number of rows available to the physical
terminal.

&SYS.TERM.TYPE Contains the type of terminal from which the procedure is
running.

&SYS.TIME Contains the current time of day.

&SYS.USER.AUTH Contains the command authority of the user currently
executing the procedure.

&SYS.USER.ID Contains the user ID of the user currently executing the
procedure.

&SYS.USER.LC Contains the language code for the user.

&SYS.USER.MODE Indicates whether the current user ID has been used before.

&SYS.USER.PWSTATE Indicates whether the user's password has expired.

&SYS.VARCNT Contains the number of variables created or modified by the
last NCL verb that used generic processing.

&SYS.WINDOW.COLS Contains the number of columns currently available to this
window.

&SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER Contains the identifier of the current window.

&SYS.WINDOW.OCS Indicates whether the NCL processing environment is
associated with an OCS window.

&SYS.WINDOW.REAL Indicates whether the issuing procedure has access to a real
window.

&SYS.WINDOW.ROWS Contains the number of rows available in the current window.
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&SYS.ALLPARMS The &SYS.ALLPARMS system variable contains a single string that holds the values of
all parameters entered when an NCL procedure is invoked.  There is no practical limit
to the size of this string.

If the procedure is invoked without parameters, &SYS.ALLPARMS is set to null.

The NCL procedure can refer to the parameters passed to it by individual variable
names.  These variables have the names &1, &2, …, through &n, where n is the
number of parameters.

&SYS.ALLPARMS

Considerations

&SYS.ALLPARMS converts all values to uppercase.

See also &SYS.PARMCNT, which holds the number of parameters passed to an
NCL process.

Examples

In the following example, the value of &SYS.ALLPARMS remains unchanged when
internal or external procedures are called.  It has whatever values are supplied as
parameters when an NCL procedure MAINPROC is invoked by the commands START or
EXEC:

MAINPROC:PROCEDURE
&A = "CALLED FROM AN NCL PROCEDURE"
&B = "ALLPARMS"
CALL SUBPROC1(&A,&B)
CALL SUBPROC2(&A,&B)

SUBPROC1:PROCEDURE
SAY "VALUE OF &SYS.ALLPARMS FROM NESTED PROC = "
&SYS.ALLPARMS
END SUBPROC1

END MAINPROC

SUBPROC2:PROCEDURE
SAY "VALUE OF &SYS.ALLPARMS FROM EXT PROC = " &SYS.ALLPARMS
END SUBPROC2
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To invoke the NCL procedure APROC with just two parameters, you can enter START
APROC 50 100 on the OCS input line.  If you start the following NCL procedure
(APROC) in this manner, NCL displays the two parameters 50 and 100 when the
procedure executes, as in the following example:

APROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "VALUE OF &SYS.ALLPARMS = " &SYS.ALLPARMS
END APROC
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&SYS.CURS.COL The &SYS.CURS.COL system variable is used in conjunction with &SYS.CURS.ROW
to determine the cursor column and row coordinates, respectively, of the last operator
input from a panel.  These variables are set before control is returned to the procedure
that issues the PANEL verb.  The panel must have been displayed using the PANEL
verb.

&SYS.CURS.COL is set to the number of the column that contains the cursor, ranging
from 1 through 132, depending on the window size.  When operating in vertical split-
screen mode, the column number is relative to the current window regardless of
where it begins on the physical screen.

&SYS.CURS.COL

Considerations

&SYS.CURS.COL and &SYS.CURS.ROW are designed to be used with the
CURSOR operand of the #OPT panel control statement, to accomplish precise
positioning and to locate fields other than input fields.

See also the &SYS.CURS.FLD, &SYS.CURS.POS, and &SYS.CURS.ROW system
variables, in this section.

See the panel statement #OPT in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

Example

The following example works only if the panel named “HELP” exists in one of the
NCL panel libraries.  The displayed output shows the cursor position (the row and
column) after the panel has been sent to the terminal:

PANEL_EX:PROCEDURE
    PANEL NAME=HELP
    SAY "LAST ROW WAS " &SYS.CURS.ROW
    SAY "LAST COLUMN WAS " &SYS.CURS.COL
END PANEL_EX
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&SYS.CURS.FLD The &SYS.CURS.FLD system variable contains the name of the input or outvar field
for the most recent data entry from a panel.

&SYS.CURS.FLD

Considerations

For a 6530-type terminal, the cursor is always on an input field, if one exists.  For
3270-type terminals, the cursor can be placed on either an input or an outvar field,
if either exists.

If the cursor is positioned on an output field, &SYS.CURS.FLD is null.

If there are no input or outvar fields on the panel, &SYS.CURS.FLD is null.

For more information on outvar field names, see the TYPE operand in the #FLD
panel control statement in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the &SYS.CURS.COL, &SYS.CURS.ROW, and &SYS.CURS.POS system
variables, in this section.

See the panel statement #OPT in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

Example

The following example works only if the panel named “HELP” exists in one of the
NCL panel libraries.  The process displays the name of the field after the most recent
input of data from a panel:

PANEL_EX:PROCEDURE
    PANEL NAME=HELP
    SAY "MOST RECENT INPUT FIELD WAS " &SYS.CURS.FLD
    PANELEND
END PANEL_EX
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&SYS.CURS.POS The &SYS.CURS.POS system variable contains the offset to the cursor position from
the start of the field defined by &SYS.CURS.FLD.

&SYS.CURS.POS

Considerations

For a 6530-type terminal, the cursor is always on an input field, if one exists.  For
3270-type terminals, the cursor can be placed in either an input or an outvar field,
if either exists.

If the cursor is positioned on an output field, &SYS.CURS.POS is null.

If there are no input or outvar fields on the panel, &SYS.CURS.POS is null.

For more information on outvar field names, see the TYPE operand in the #FLD
panel control statement in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the &SYS.CURS.COL, &SYS.CURS.ROW, and &SYS.CURS.FLD system
variables, in this section.

See the panel statement #OPT in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

Example

The following example will work only if the panel named “HELP” exists in one of the
NCL panel libraries.  The process first displays the name of the most recent input field,
then the offset to the cursor position from the start of this field:

PANEL_EX:PROCEDURE
    PANEL NAME=HELP
    SAY "MOST RECENT INPUT FIELD WAS” &SYS.CURS.FLD
    SAY "OFFSET WAS” &SYS.CURS.POS
            PANELEND
END PANEL_EX
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&SYS.CURS.ROW The &SYS.CURS.COL system variable is used in conjunction with &SYS.CURS.ROW
to determine the cursor column and row coordinates, respectively, of the last operator
input from a panel.  These variables are set before control is returned to the procedure
that issues the PANEL verb.  The panel must have been displayed using the PANEL
verb.

&SYS.CURS.ROW is set to the number of the row that contains the cursor, ranging
from 1 through 42, depending on the window size.  When operating in split screen
mode, the row is relative to the current window, regardless of where it begins on the
physical screen.

&SYS.CURS.ROW

Considerations

&SYS.CURS.COL and &SYS.CURS.ROW are designed to be used with the
CURSOR operand of the #OPT panel control statement, to accomplish precise
positioning and to locate fields other than input fields.

See also the &SYS.CURS.COL, &SYS.CURS.FLD, and &SYS.CURS.POS system
variables, in this section.

See the panel statement #OPT in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

Example

The following example works only if the panel named “HELP” exists in one of the
NCL panel libraries.  The displayed output shows the cursor position (the row and
column) after the panel has been sent to the terminal:

PANEL_EX:PROCEDURE
    PANEL NAME=HELP
    SAY "LAST ROW WAS " &SYS.CURS.ROW
    SAY "LAST COLUMN WAS " &SYS.CURS.COL
END PANEL_EX
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&SYS.DATE.DAY The &SYS.DATE.DAY system variable contains the current day of the week.

&SYS.DATE.DAY

Considerations

The value of &SYS.DATE DAY is returned in the form DDD.  DDD is set to one of
the following values:

DDD Day

MON Monday

TUE Tuesday

WED Wednesday

THU Thursday

FRI Friday

SAT Saturday

SUN Sunday

See also &SYS.DATE.n, which provides the current date in different formats.

See also the DATE built-in function in Section 4, “Built-in Functions.”

Example

The following example shows how you can use this system variable:

IF &SYS.DATE.DAY = "SUN" THEN
    SAY "SUNDAY"
ELSE
    SAY "WEEKDAY"
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&SYS.DATE.n The &SYS.DATE.n system variable contains the current date in one of the specified
formats.

&SYS.DATE.1
&SYS.DATE.2
&SYS.DATE.3
&SYS.DATE.4
&SYS.DATE.5
&SYS.DATE.6
&SYS.DATE.7
&SYS.DATE.8
&SYS.DATE.9
&SYS.DATE.10
&SYS.DATE.11

Considerations

Table 5-2 lists the available formats.  For the following examples, the current
system date is WED 17-AUG-1994.

Table 5-2.  Date Formats (&SYS.DATE.n System Variable)

System Variable Format Output

&SYS.DATE.1 YY.DDD 94.229

&SYS.DATE.2 DAY DD-MON-YYYY WED 17-AUG-1994

&SYS.DATE.3 DD-MON-YYYY 17-AUG-1994

&SYS.DATE.4 DD/MM/YY 17/08/94

&SYS.DATE.5 MM/DD/YY 08/17/94

&SYS.DATE.6 YY/MM/DD 94/08/17

&SYS.DATE.7 YYMMDD 940817

&SYS.DATE.8 YYYYMMDD 19940817

&SYS.DATE.9 Base date (that is, the number of days since January
1st, 0001.

728156

&SYS.DATE.10 DD/MM/YYYY 17/08/1994

&SYS.DATE.11 YYYY/MM/DD 1994/08/17

&SYS.DATE.6, &SYS.DATE.7, &SYS.DATE.8, and &SYS.DATE.11 are useful where
records are stored in chronological order.

See also the DATE built-in function in Section 4, “Built-in Functions.”

See also &SYS.DATE.DAY, which contains the current day of the week.
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Example

The following example displays today’s date in the form DAY DD-MON-YYYY as
defined in Table 5-2:

SAY "TODAY’S DATE IS " &SYS.DATE.2
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&SYS.DOM.ID The &SYS.DOM.ID system variable contains the message identifier (DOM ID) of a
non-roll-delete (NRD) message.  The NRDDEL verb enables an NCL procedure to
delete a NRD message it has created before the procedure terminates.  &SYS.DOM.ID
contains the DOM ID identifier that must be used with the NRDDEL verb to indicate
which NRD message is to be deleted.

NRD messages are used to communicate important information to the operator.  When
displayed, they remain visible until explicitly deleted by the operator or the system.
NRD messages are generated by NCL procedures, and &SYS.DOM.ID is set by using
the WRITE verb with the NRD=YES option.

&SYS.DOM.ID

Considerations

The WRITE verb supports the NRD=OPER operand.  NRD=OPER requests that a
NRD message be generated and that it should not be deleted when the procedure
terminates.  &SYS.DOM.ID is not set for messages written using NRD=OPER, as
there is no deletion identifier for this type of message.  Messages generated in this
manner must be deleted manually by the operator.

Only the last &SYS.DOM.ID value is kept.  If you want to write multiple NRD
messages, write the procedure so that the value of each &SYS.DOM.ID is
preserved in user variables.

For more information on deleting messages, refer to the PURGE command in the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

See also the NRDDEL and WRITE verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example creates a NRD (non-roll-delete) message using the WRITE verb
and then marks the message for deletion:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    WRITE NRD=YES DATA="A NRD MESSAGE"
    /*  Delete NRD message  */
    NRDDEL &SYS.DOM.ID
    SAY "MESSAGE DELETED WITH DOM-ID = "&SYS.DOM.ID
END APROC

In the previous example, &SYS.DOM.ID is required to identify the message to be
deleted with the NRDDEL verb.  The content of &SYS.DOM.ID is displayed before the
procedure terminates.  The message remains marked for deletion until the space it
occupies on the terminal screen is required.  At this point the NRD message
disappears.
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&SYS.ERROR.CODE The &SYS.ERROR.CODE system variable contains the integer setting that indicates the
NCL error type.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.CODE

Considerations

NCL sets this variable whenever it detects an error.

For a list of system-defined error condition names and NCL error codes, see Table
2-3 in Section 2, “Core Statements.”

See also &SYS.ERROR COND and &SYS.ERROR.TEXT.  &SYS.ERROR.COND
contains the textual description of the error that was issued.  &SYS.ERROR.TEXT
contains the text of a message that holds further information about the error.

For a full list of all NCL error codes, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER Messages
Manual.

Example

In the following example, &SYS.ERROR.CODE contains 7170, indicating that the panel
named TOOBAD does not exist:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    SAY "THE TYPE OF ERROR IS " &SYS.ERROR.CODE
    RESUME
    END
PANEL NAME=TOOBAD
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.COLUMN
The &SYS.ERROR.COLUMN system variable contains the column in a line of code in
which an error occurred.  If the error occurs in a continued line, the value of this
variable is the column number in the continued line.

The value of &SYS.ERROR.COLUMN is only an approximate indication of the
position of the error.  For example, a statement may fail because a previously defined
variable was outside an expected range.  In this case, the value of
&SYS.ERROR.COLUMN would be the position of the statement that failed, and not of
the variable that is in error.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.COLUMN

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.LINE, which contains the TEDIT line number in the source file
at which the error occurred.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named ONPROC divides the variable &A by
0, which causes an error.  The error handler (starting with the ON statement) is
executed and displays the line number and the column number in which the error
occurred:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="An error occurred in column ",
             &SYS.ERROR.COLUMN,
             "of line" &SYS.ERROR.LINE
    RESUME
    END

&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B

END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.COND The &SYS.ERROR.COND system variable contains the name of the condition or error
that was issued.  This variable is also set if the user signals a user-defined error
condition that has no specific error handler associated with it.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.COND

Considerations

For a list of system-defined error condition names and NCL error codes, see Table
2-3 in Section 2, “Core Statements.”

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

For a full list of all NCL error codes, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER Messages
Manual.

Examples

The following example is a procedure that contains an error.  The error handler
displays &SYS.ERROR.COND, which indicates an arithmetic error.  The value
displayed is ARITH_ERROR:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="A TYPE" &SYS.ERROR.COND "ERROR OCCURRED"
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC

The following example is a procedure that displays &SYS.ERROR.COND after raising
a user-specified condition called SIG_ERROR with the SIGNAL core statement.  The
value displayed is SIG_ERROR:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON SIG_ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="A TYPE" &SYS.ERROR.COND "ERROR OCCURRED"
    RESUME
    END
SIGNAL SIG_ERROR
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.FILE The &SYS.ERROR.FILE system variable contains the name of the source file associated
with the NCL procedure that contained the error.  Only the eight-character file name is
stored in this variable; the full path name of the file is not stored.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.FILE

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.LIB, which contains the name of the source library associated
with the NCL procedure that issued the error.

Example

The following example is a procedure that contains an arithmetic error.  When the
error occurs, the error handler displays the name of the source file that contains this
procedure:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="THE SOURCE FILE NAME OF THIS PROCEDURE IS",
             &SYS.ERROR.FILE
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD
The &SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD system variable contains the keyword that caused the
error.  This system variable is set to null unless the statement that caused the error was
a verb, and the syntactic error was related to a keyword.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD

Consideration

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

The following example is a procedure named ONPROC that contains an error.  The
error handler displays information that can help you isolate the error.  It displays the
contents of &SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD, which identifies the wrong keyword in the
statement:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE DATA="AN ERROR OCCURRED IN KEYWORD",
                 &SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD,
                "OF STATEMENT" &SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME,
                "AT POSITION " &SYS.ERROR.STMT,
                "IN LINE " &SYS.ERROR.LINE
    RESUME
    END

&COL=OOPS
WRITE COLOR=&COL DATA="THIS IS TEST TEXT"
END ONPROC

In the previous example, the color option (&COL variable) is incorrect.
&SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD contains the value &COL, which is displayed by the ON
error handler.  The ON error handler is also coded to display:

1.  The statement that contains the error, which is the WRITE statement
(&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME).

2.  The line number (&SYS.ERROR.LINE) in which the error occurs.

3.  The statement number (&SYS.ERROR.STMT) within the line that contains the error.
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&SYS.ERROR.LIB The &SYS.ERROR.LIB system variable contains the name of the source library
associated with the NCL procedure that issued the error.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.LIB

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.FILE, which contains the name of the source file associated with
the NCL procedure that contained the error.

Example

The following procedure contains an arithmetic error.  When the error occurs, the error
handler displays the name of the source library that contains this procedure:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE DATA="THE SOURCE FILE NAME OF THIS PROCEDURE IS",
             &SYS.ERROR.LIB
    RESUME
    END

&A=10
&C = &A / 0
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.LINE The &SYS.ERROR.LINE system variable contains the TEDIT line number in the source
file at which the error occurred.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.LINE

Considerations

If lines have been inserted into the procedure since the last renumbering, the
number supplied in this variable may contain a decimal point.

See also &SYS.ERROR.COLUMN, which contains the column in a line of code in
which an error occurred.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named ONPROC contains a statement that
divides the variable &A by 0 (zero), causing an error.  The error handler (starting with
the ON statement) displays the line number and column number of the source file in
which the error occurred:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="An error occurred in column ",
             &SYS.ERROR.COLUMN ,
             "of line "&SYS.ERROR.LINE
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&C = &A / 0
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.NAME The &SYS.ERROR.NAME system variable contains the name specification that caused
the error.  In the case of an error raised because of substitution problems, this is the
name specification before substitution.  In the case of an assignment to an unknown
system variable, the name is the illegal target variable name.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.NAME

Considerations

NCL returns a null value if this variable is not relevant to the particular error.  A
null value is also returned if the names resulting from a VARS list are in error.  For
information on VARS lists, see Section 11, “Verb Syntax and Variable Access
Methods.”

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

In the following example, an error handler is coded specifically to trap variable
assignment errors:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON VARIABLE_ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="ERROR IN TRYING TO ASSIGN A VARIABLE TO",
             &SYS.ERROR.NAME
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B =&SYS.&A
END ONPROC

In the previous example, the error occurs because of an attempt to assign a variable
(&B) to a nonexistent system variable (&SYS.&A).  The procedure displays the variable
&SYS.&A, which does not exist.
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&SYS.ERROR.PROCNAME
The &SYS.ERROR.PROCNAME system variable contains the name of the procedure
that caused an error.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.PROCNAME

Consideration

See also &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC, which contains the name of the NCL procedure
currently executing.

Example

In the following example, the procedure name ONPROC—which contains an
arithmetic error— is displayed when the error occurs:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="An error occurred in ",
             &SYS.ERROR.PROCNAME
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK
The &SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK system variable indicates if the procedure can be
resumed.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK

The value of the variable is set to either 0 (zero; the procedure cannot be resumed) or 1
(the procedure can be resumed).

Considerations

The procedure is resumed from the statement immediately after the one that
caused the error.

See the RESUME verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named ZERO_DIV has an arithmetic error
that is caused by attempting to divide by 0 (zero).  The &SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK
system variable is tested to see if the error can be ignored and processing continued.  It
can in this example:

ZERO_DIV:  PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    SAY "WE HAVE A DIVIDE BY ZERO ERROR"

    If &SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK THEN

    RESUME
END

&A=10
&B=0
   /* DIVIDE BY ZERO */
&C=&A/&B

SAY "WE HAVE NOW RESUMED AFTER A ZERO DIVIDE"
END ZERO_DIV
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&SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK
The &SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK system variable indicates whether the statement causing
the error can be retried.  The procedure is resumed from the statement that caused the
error.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK

The value of the variable is set to either 0 (zero; the procedure cannot be retried) or 1
(the procedure can be retried).

Considerations

See the RETRY verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

In the following example, the procedure PROC1 retries the statement that raised the
error condition (division by 0):

PROC1: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO

    IF &SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK THEN DO

        &B=1  /* CORRECT THE ERROR */

        RETRY
    END
END

&A=10
&B=0
   /* DIVIDE BY ZERO */
&C=&A/&B

SAY " IT’S O.K. NOW "
END PROC1

In the previous example, after testing the &SYS.ERROR.RETRYOK system variable
and finding that the error can be retried, the procedure corrects the divisor and retries
the division.
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&SYS.ERROR.STMT The &SYS.ERROR.STMT system variable contains the statement number that caused
the error to be issued.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.STMT

Considerations

The value of &SYS.ERROR.STMT is counted from the beginning of the line in
which the error occurred.

See also &SYS.ERROR.LINE, which contains the line number in which the bad
statement appears.

Example

The following procedure named ONPROC contains an error.  The error handler
displays information that can help you find the error.  It displays the statement
number (&SYS.ERROR.STMT) within the line (&SYS.ERROR.LINE) for the procedure
that contains the error:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="AN ERROR OCCURRED IN STATEMENT NUMBER",
                 &SYS.ERROR.STMT,
                "IN LINE " &SYS.ERROR.LINE
    RESUME
    END

&COL=OOPS
WRITE COLOR=&COL DATA="THIS IS TEST TEXT"

END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME
The &SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME system variable contains the name of the statement
that caused the error.  If the assignment statement is in error,
&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME contains an equal sign (=).

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME

Consideration

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

The following procedure named ONPROC contains an error.  The error handler
displays information that can help you find the error:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="AN ERROR OCCURRED IN KEYWORD",
                 &SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD,
                "of STATEMENT" &SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME,
                "AT POSITION " &SYS.ERROR.STMT,
                "IN LINE " &SYS.ERROR.LINE
    RESUME
END

&COL=OOPS
WRITE COLOR=&COL DATA="THIS IS TEST TEXT"
END ONPROC

The previous procedure displays:

&SYS.ERROR.KEYWORD, which contains the incorrect keyword.  In the previous
example, it is the color option (&COL variable).

&SYS.ERROR.STMT_NAME, which contains the incorrect statement (the WRITE
statement).

&SYS.ERROR.STMT, which contains the statement number within the line that
contains the error.

&SYS.ERROR.LINE, which contains the TEDIT line number in the source file that
contains the error.
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&SYS.ERROR.SUBNAME
The &SYS.ERROR.SUBNAME system variable contains the name of a variable that
caused an error.  In the case of an error raised because of substitution problems, this is
the name of the variable after substitution.  In the case of an assignment to an
unknown system variable, the name is the illegal target variable name.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.SUBNAME

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.NAME, which provides the name of a variable in error before
substitution.

Example

In the following example, an error handler is coded specifically to trap variable
assignment errors:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON VARIABLE_ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="ERROR IN TRYING TO ASSIGN A VARIABLE TO",
             &SYS.ERROR.SUBNAME
    RESUME
    END
&A=123A
&B =&&A
END ONPROC

In the previous example, the error occurs because of an attempt to assign a variable
(&B) to an illegal variable (&&A).  The procedure displays the variable 123A, which is
illegal.
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&SYS.ERROR.TEXT The &SYS.ERROR.TEXT system variable contains additional information on the nature
of an NCL error or condition.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.TEXT

Considerations

Some NCL messages that relate to conditions (such as panel skipping) are placed
in &SYS.ERROR.TEXT.  Refer to message number NNM1354 in the NonStop
NET/MASTER Messages Manual.

See also the other &SYS.ERROR system variables.

Example

In the following example, &SYS.ERROR.CODE contains 7170, indicating that the panel
named TOOBAD does not exist:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA=THE TYPE OF ERROR IS &SYS.ERROR.CODE,
            "AND EXTRA TEXT = " &SYS.ERROR.TEXT
    RESUME
    END
PANEL NAME=TOOBAD
END ONPROC

In the previous example, NCL displays the &SYS.ERROR.TEXT, system variable,
which contains information on the cause of the error.  The text displayed is what
would have appeared in the OCS window if there was no ON ERROR statement—
NNM1361 PANEL TOOBAD NOT DEFINED.
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&SYS.ERROR.VALUE The &SYS.ERROR.VALUE system variable contains the value that caused the error.
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE is null if no value is relevant.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK, &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2, and
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK.  These system variables either hold the value(s) that
caused the error, or indicate that such error information is available.

Example

In the following example, the procedure ONPROC contains an arithmetic error.  It
displays the value that caused the error.  In this example there are two values that
cause the error:  10 and 0 (zero).  The &SYS.ERROR.VALUE system variable contains
the first (or only) value that caused the error.  The value 10 is displayed:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="THE VALUE OF &SYS.ERROR.VALUE IS ",
             &SYS.ERROR.VALUE
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK
The &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK system variable indicates whether
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE contains information about an error.  If the
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE system variable does contain a value, &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK
is set to 1; otherwise, &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK is set to 0.

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.VALUE, &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2, and
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK.  These system variables either hold the value(s) that
caused the error, or indicate that such error information is available.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named ONPROC tests the
&SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK system variable, to see whether &SYS.ERROR.VALUE
contains any information about an error:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
     IF &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK THEN DO
     WRITE  DATA="THE VALUE OF &SYS.ERROR.VALUE IS ",
             &SYS.ERROR.VALUE
             END
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC

In the previous example, the test is positive, indicating that error information is
available; the value 10 is displayed.
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&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 The &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 system variable contains a second value that caused the
error to be issued.  It is set only if two combined values cause the error (for example, in
string concatenation or in a multiplication operation).

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2

Considerations

If a mathematical operation contains more than two values, the first two values
that cause an error are returned in &SYS.ERROR.VALUE and
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2.  For example, the operation (2*3)+4 would return 2 and 3
as the values for the system variables, if the multiplication was in error.  If the
addition was in error the values of the variables would be 6 (multiplication of 2*3
resolved) and 4.

See also &SYS.ERROR.VALUE, &SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK, and
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK.  These system variables either hold the value(s) that
caused the error or indicate that such error information is available.

Example

In the following example, the procedure ONPROC contains an arithmetic error.  It
displays the value that caused the error.  In this example, there are two values that can
cause the error:  10 and 0 (zero).  The &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 system variable contains
the second of the two values (if there are two values) as in this example.  The value 0
(zero) is displayed:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
    WRITE  DATA="THE VALUE OF &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 IS ",
             &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC
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&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK
The &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK system variable indicates whether
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 contains information about an error.  If
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 does contain a value, &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK is set to 1;
otherwise, &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK is set to 0 (zero).

This system variable can be used only in an ON error handler.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK

Consideration

See also &SYS.ERROR.VALUE, &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2, and
&SYS.ERROR.VALUEOK.  These system variables either hold the value(s) that caused
the error or indicate that such error information is available.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named ONPROC tests the
&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK system variable to see whether &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2
contains any information about an error:

ONPROC: PROCEDURE
ON ERROR DO
     IF &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2OK THEN DO
     WRITE  DATA="THE VALUE OF &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 IS ",
             &SYS.ERROR.VALUE2
             END
    RESUME
    END
&A=10
&B=0
&C = &A / &B
END ONPROC

In the previous example, the test is positive, indicating that error information for a
second value is available; the value 0 (zero) is displayed.
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&SYS.FDBK The &SYS.FDBK system variable returns numeric completion information after
execution of selected NCL verbs.  This completion information, or status information,
is returned in the &SYS.FDBK system variable as a numeric value so that results are
available from a consistent location and can be easily interpreted.

The following verbs can set &SYS.FDBK:

EMS verbs

INT verbs

The LOCK verb

MSG verbs

The START verb

VARTABLE verbs

&SYS.FDBK

Considerations

The contents of &SYS.FDBK can be affected by many statements; if you want to
retain its value, you should save it in a user variable.

The meaning of the values set in &SYS.FDBK depends upon the verb that set the
variable.  See the individual verb descriptions in Section 3, “Verbs,” for
information on return codes.

Example

In the following example, the procedure named EMSALERT first displays the
&SYS.FDBK system variable, which is initially 0 (zero).  After the verb EMSALERT is
executed, the value of &SYS.FDBK is displayed with the value 8.  The EMSALERT
verb encountered an error, indicating that the specified link or domain is not found:

EMS_ALRT: PROCEDURE
    SAY “&SYS.FDBK = " &SYS.FDBK

    EMSALERT LINK=CENTRAL TEXT= "TESTING ONLY",
         SSID=USER.50.50 EVENTNUM=105

    SAY "&SYS.FDBK AFTER EMSALERT = " &SYS.FDBK
END EMS_ALRT
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&SYS.FILE.ERROR The &SYS.FILE.ERROR system variable contains a Guardian file system error.  When
use of a FILE verb (other than FILE OPEN, FILE CLOSE, or FILE SET) returns a
Guardian file system error, &SYS.FILE.ERROR contains the error number.

&SYS.FILE.ERROR

Considerations

Except for the FILE OPEN, FILE CLOSE, and FILE SET verbs, NCL additionally
sets the &SYS.FILE.RC system variable to 8 whenever a FILE verb encounters a
Guardian file system error.

See also &SYS.FILE.RC, which contains the return code of a file processing
function.

For more information on Guardian file system errors, refer to the Guardian
Procedure Errors and Messages Manual.

Example

In the following example, a procedure (FILE1) opens a file, reads a record, and
displays the &SYS.FILE.ERROR and &SYS.FILE.RC system variables:

FILE1:PROCEDURE
   /*    open the file TEST1   */
FILE OPEN ID=TEST1
 /*   then read that record  */
FILE GET OPT=SEQ ARGS
    SAY &SYS.FILE.RC "IS THE FILE ERROR CODE"
    SAY &SYS.FILE.ERROR " IS THE GUARDIAN FILE ERROR"
        IF &SYS.FILE.RC = 8 AND &SYS.FILE.ERROR = 73 THEN
    SAY "Record was LOCKED"
END FILE1
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&SYS.FILE.ID The &SYS.FILE.ID system variable contains the current local file identifier.

&SYS.FILE.ID

Considerations

&SYS.FILE.ID is useful when you are using multiple local file identifiers and you
wish to know the current one.

For more information on this system variable, and an example of its use, refer to
the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

Example

In the following example, the procedure FILE_ID opens a file and displays its current
local file identifier.  This example shows that a file can have more than one local
identifier:

FILE_ID:PROCEDURE
    &ID=OUR_FILE
/*    open a file   */
    FILE OPEN UDBID=&ID ID=LOCAL_1
/*   then display its local ID  */
    SAY &SYS.FILE.ID "IS THE CURRENT LOCAL FILE IDENTIFIER"
/*   open the same file with a different local identifier */
    FILE OPEN UDBID=&ID ID=LOCAL_2
/*   then display the new local ID  */
    SAY &SYS.FILE.ID "IS THE CURRENT LOCAL FILE IDENTIFIER"
END FILE_ID
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&SYS.FILE.KEY The &SYS.FILE.KEY system variable contains the value of the full key of the last
record read from a UDB.  It can be used to refer to the explicit key of each record read
from a UDB when a file is being read using partial keys.

&SYS.FILE.KEY reflects the unique position of an NCL process within its currently
active file.

&SYS.FILE.KEY

Considerations

For more information on partial keys, see the FILE GET verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example opens a file, sets a user variable (&KEY) to a file's key value,
attempts to read a record using that key, and tests the &SYS.FILE.RC system variable
for the result of the operation.  The &SYS.FILE.KEY system variable and the
&SYSMSG variable are displayed if there is an error:

FILE2:PROCEDURE
&KEY=0001
    /*    open the file TEST1   */
    FILE OPEN ID=TEST1
    /*   then read a record  */
    FILE GET ID=TEST1 KEY=&KEY OPT=UPD ARGS
    SAY &SYS.FILE.RC "= FILE ERROR CODE"
    IF &SYS.FILE.RC \= 0  THEN DO
        WRITE DATA="Read failed for record "&SYS.FILE.KEY
        SAY "&SYSMSG = " &SYSMSG
    END
END FILE2

When the preceding NCL procedure was executed, &SYS.FILE.KEY contained the
value 0 (zero), and the file error code was 16.  The &SYSMSG variable contained the
error message:

NNM0319 FILE GET ERROR, ID=TEST1 - KEY LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM.
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&SYS.FILE.PATH The &SYS.FILE.PATH system variable contains the number of the file from which the
FILE GET verb retrieved a record.  For a single file, the value is always ONE.  For a file
pair, the value is either ONE (record retrieved from the first file in the pair) or TWO
(record retrieved from the second file in the pair).

&SYS.FILE.PATH

Consideration

If the FILE GET operation is unsuccessful, the value is null.

Example

In the following example, a procedure (FILEX) opens a file, reads a record, and
displays the &SYS.FILE.PATH and &SYS.FILE.RC system variables:

FILEX:PROCEDURE
   /*    open the file TEST1   */
FILE OPEN ID=TEST1
 /*   then read that record  */
FILE GET OPT=SEQ ARGS
    SAY &SYS.FILE.PATH " IS THE NUMBER OF THE FILE"
    SAY &SYS.FILE.RC "IS THE FILE ERROR CODE"
        IF &SYS.FILE.PATH = TWO THEN
    SAY "Record was from the second file of the pair"
END FILEX
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&SYS.FILE.RC The &SYS.FILE.RC system variable contains the return code of a file processing
function after the execution of the FILE ADD, FILE CLOSE, FILE DEL, FILE GET, FILE
OPEN, FILE PUT, FILE PUTGET, or FILE SET verb.

&SYS.FILE.RC

&SYS.FILE.RC can be tested to find the result of the FILE verb operation.  The
meaning of the various return codes is shown in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3.  FILE Verb Return Codes (Page 1 of 2)

File Verb Return Code Explanation

FILE ADD  0
 4
 8

12
16

Record added successfully.
Record already exists.
A file system error occurred during NCL processing.  More
information is contained in &SYS.FILE.ERROR.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

FILE CLOSE  0
 4
 8
12
16

Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
File closed.

FILE DEL  0
 4
 8

12
16

Record(s) deleted successfully.
Record not found.
A file system error occurred during NCL processing.  More
information is contained in &SYS.FILE.ERROR.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

FILE GET  0
 4
 8

12
16

Record retrieved successfully.
Record not found (or end of data).  No record retrieved.
A file system error occurred during NCL processing.  More
information is contained in &SYS.FILE.ERROR.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

FILE OPEN  0
 4
 8
12
16

File opened for read access only.
File opened for read/write but not delete.
File opened for read, write, and delete access.
File not accessible.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.
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Table 5-3.  FILE Verb Return Codes (Page 2 of 2)

File Verb Return Code Explanation

FILE PUT  0
 4
 8

12
16

Record added or updated successfully.
Record not added or updated; existing alternate key.
A file system error occurred during NCL processing.  More
information is contained in &SYS.FILE.ERROR.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

FILE PUTGET  0
 4
 8

12
16

PUTGET completed successfully.
End-of-file detected.
A file system error occurred during NCL processing.  More
information is contained in &SYS.FILE.ERROR.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

FILE SET  0
 4
 8
12
16

FILE SET completed successfully.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
An error occurred.  More information is contained in &SYSMSG.

Considerations

The &SYS.FILE.ERROR and &SYSMSG variables can contain additional file error
information.

See also &SYSMSG, which contains an error message set by NCL panel services
and/or NCL file processing.

Testing of &SYS.FILE.RC and transferring to the appropriate NCL processing
routine can be simplified by using direct transfer techniques.  For more
information, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

See also the FILE verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example opens a file and tests the &SYS.FILE.RC system variable for the
result.  If the operation is unsuccessful, the procedure displays an explanatory
message:

PROC3:PROCEDURE
    FILE OPEN ID=TEST1
    IF &SYS.FILE.RC = 16 THEN
    WRITE DATA=&SYSMSG
END PROC3
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&SYS.FILE.RCNT The &SYS.FILE.RCNT system variable contains a count of the number of records
generically deleted by the FILE DEL verb.

&SYS.FILE.RCNT

Considerations

If no records are deleted, &SYS.FILE.RCNT is set to 0 (zero).  If only a single
record is deleted, &SYS.FILE.RCNT is set to 1 (one).

&SYS.FILE.RCNT remains unchanged until another FILE DEL or FILE CLOSE
verb is issued.

See also the FILE DEL and FILE CLOSE verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

WRITE DATA=&SYS.FILE.RCNT records deleted
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&SYS.GUID.GROUP The &SYS.GUID.GROUP system variable contains the group number under which an
NCL procedure is currently running.  The value is placed there by the operating
system software.

&SYS.GUID.GROUP

Example

The following example displays the Guardian group number under which the
procedure named GUIDG is running:

GUIDG: PROCEDURE
    SAY "THE GUARDIAN GROUP CURRENTLY RUNNING IS",
    &SYS.GUID.GROUP
END GUIDG

&SYS.GUID.USER The &SYS.GUID.USER system variable contains the user number under which an NCL
procedure is currently running.  The value is placed there by the operating system
software.

&SYS.GUID.USER

Example

The following example displays the Guardian user number under which the
procedure named GUIDU is running:

GUIDU: PROCEDURE
    SAY "THE GUARDIAN USER NUMBER CURRENTLY RUNNING IS",
    &SYS.GUID.USER
END GUIDU
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&SYS.INKEY The &SYS.INKEY system variable contains the name of the function key that
terminated user input in the last displayed panel.  By examining the contents of
&SYS.INKEY, the procedure can determine if the validation can be bypassed.

If a synchronous panel has been defined with the #OPT panel control statement and a
time interval (specified on the INWAIT operand) has elapsed, &SYS.INKEY is set to
null.

&SYS.INKEY

Considerations

Take care when using IF statements that refer to &SYS.INKEY; if this variable has
a null value, NCL causes a syntax error.

Possible values for &SYS.INKEY are shown in the following table.

Value Meaning

ENTER ENTER or RETURN keys were pressed.

PFn Program Function (PF) keys were pressed.  (For example, if PF05 had been used
to enter the data, n would equal 05).

null The panel INWAIT or PROMPT WAIT time period expired.

For a complete list of the values of &SYS.INKEY, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

Certain PF keys are allocated for use by NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  These are
intercepted before reaching the procedure.  The CONTROL verb operands
PFKSTD, PFKALL, and NOPFK can be used to allow the procedure to control the
level of PF key interception performed by the system.  See the discussion of these
CONTROL verb operands in Section 3, “Verbs.”

As an alternative to &SYS.INKEY, you can use the CONTROL verb with the
PANELRC option to request that return codes be supplied on return from a
PANEL statement.  In this case, a return code of 12 in &SYS.RETCODE specifies
that the INWAIT or WAIT time period has expired.

See also &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY, which contains the native or untranslated name of
the last function key used when entering data or during a panel operation.

For PF key entry, &SYS.INKEY is always four characters.  Numbers less than ten
always have a leading zero (for example, PF04).
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Example

The following example shows a panel definition named PANEX01.  An NCL
procedure called SHOW_KEYS is then listed.  This procedure displays the
&SYS.INKEY and &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY system variables after displaying the panel:

#NOTE
#NOTE THIS IMPLEMENTS PANEX01
#NOTE

% ------------------- &SYS.PANEL.ID -------------------------

+
+ PANEL OK Y or N  ===>_pnlyn
+          Enter Y if: you like this panel display
+             or N if you don’t
+             &INVAR

SHOW_KEYS:  PROCEDURE

    PANEL NAME=PANEX01
    SAY “&SYS.INKEY = “ &SYS.INKEY
    SAY “&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY = “ &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY

END SHOW_KEYS

In the previous example, if the user had pressed the function key F7, the
&SYS.NATIVE INKEY system variable would contain the value F7 and &SYS.INKEY
would contain PF07.  The latter is the translated value of the natural or native key
used.
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&SYS.INT.REQ# The &SYS.INT.REQ# system variable contains the number of messages queued to the
dependent request queue of an NCL process.  The dependent request queue is the
queue of messages sent to an executing NCL procedure from an external source using
the INTQ command.

Messages on this queue are read or removed in the NCL procedure by using the
TYPE=REQ or TYPE=ANY operand with the INTREAD or INTCLEAR verb.

You can check for the existence of messages on this queue that are waiting for NCL
processing by using the &SYS.INT.REQ# system variable.

&SYS.INT.REQ#

Considerations

For an overview of dependent I/O, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Programmer’s Guide.

See also the INTCLEAR and INTREAD verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also &SYS.INT.RSP#, which contains the number of messages queued to the
dependent response queue.

Example

In the following example, the procedure CHECKIT shows how you might use this
system variable.  The procedure checks to see if there is a value greater than zero in
&SYS.INT.REQ#.  If so, the procedure issues a read request:

CHECKIT:  PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.INT.REQ# > 0 THEN DO
      INTREAD ARGS TYPE=REQ
    END
ELSE
  WRITE DATA="No request messages"
END CHECKIT
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&SYS.INT.RSP# The &SYS.INT.RSP# system variable contains the number of messages queued to the
dependent response queue of an NCL process.  The dependent response queue is the
queue of messages either returned in reply to a command issued by the INTCMD verb
or sent to an executing NCL procedure from an external source by using the INTQ
command.

Messages on this queue are read or removed by the NCL procedure by using the
TYPE=RESP or TYPE=ANY operands of the INTREAD or INTCLEAR verb.

You can check for the existence of messages that are waiting for processing on this
queue, by using the &SYS.INT.RSP# system variable.

&SYS.INT.RSP#

Considerations

For an overview of dependent I/O, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Programmer’s Guide.

See the INTCLEAR and INTREAD verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also &SYS.INT.REQ#, which contains the number of messages queued to the
dependent request queue.

Example

In the following example, the procedure CHECKIT shows how you might use this
system variable.  The procedure checks if there is a value greater than zero in
&SYS.INT.RSP#.  If so, the procedure issues a read request:

CHECKIT:  PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.INT.RSP# > 0 THEN DO
      INTREAD ARGS TYPE=RESP
    END
ELSE
  WRITE DATA="No request messages"
END CHECKIT
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&SYS.INTYPE The &SYS.INTYPE system variable contains the name of the dependent queue on
which a message has arrived.

&SYS.INTYPE contains REQ if the message was from the dependent request queue or
RESP if the message was from the dependent response queue.  If there is no message,
&SYS.INTYPE contains a null value.

&SYS.INTYPE

Considerations

Messages can be entered into one of two queues in the dependent processing
environment of any NCL process:  the response queue and the request queue.  The
response queue holds messages containing the results of the INTCMD verb.  The
request queue holds messages sent from another NCL process or from an OCS
operator by using the default version of the INTQ command.  The INTQ command
can also explicitly enter messages into the response queue.

See the INTCMD, INTCONT, and INTREAD verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

For further information on the INTQ command, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

Example

In the following example, the procedure INTREQ executes a DO loop to wait for a
message to arrive.  It displays its own NCL process identifier (NCLID) and then waits
for a message.  When the message arrives, the &SYS.INTYPE system variable is
displayed, showing the queue that contained the message.  The INTREAD verb is
coded to receive messages from either the response or the request queue, by using the
option TYPE=ANY:

INTREQ:  PROCEDURE
  /* GET A MESSAGE AND SAY WHETHER IT’S A REQ OR RESP */
    ON ERROR FLUSH
    SAY "NCLID OF INTREQ = " &SYS.NCLID
    DO FOREVER
        INTREAD WAIT=YES TYPE=ANY
        SAY "THE MESSAGE IS ON QUEUE " &SYS.INTYPE
        INTCONT
    END
END INTREQ

A message can be generated using the INTQ command at the OCS window as follows:

INTQ ID=nnnn DATA=A SUITABLE MESSAGE

nnnn is the NCLID of the process to which the message is sent.  In the previous
example, the procedure INTREQ displays this NCLID.
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&SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE
The &SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE system variable contains the date when the user last
logged on to the system.  This date has the format www dd-mmm-yyyy in which:

www contains the first three characters of the day of the week.

dd contains the numeric value of the day.

mmm contains the first three characters of the month of the year.

yyyy contains the numeric value of the year.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE

Consideration

See also &SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME, which contains the time the user last logged on.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "&SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE = " &SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE

&SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME
The &SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME system variable contains the time when the user last
logged on to the system.  This time has the format hh:mm in which:

hh contains the hour of the day in the 24-hour time format.  In this format, 11 p.m.
appears as 23.

mm contains the minutes past the hour.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME

Consideration

See also &SYS.LASTLOGON.DATE, which contains the date when the user last logged
on.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "&SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME = " &SYS.LASTLOGON.TIME
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&SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM
The &SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM system variable contains the logical name of the
terminal last used by the user.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM

Consideration

See also &SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM, which contains the physical name of the
terminal last used by the user.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "&SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM = " &SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM

&SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM
The &SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM system variable contains the physical name of
the terminal last used by the user.

&SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM

Consideration

See also &SYS.LASTLOGON.LOGITERM, which contains the logical name of the
terminal last used by the user.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "&SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM = " &SYS.LASTLOGON.PHYSTERM
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&SYS.LOCK.MSG The &SYS.LOCK.MSG system variable contains the text of the existing lock message of
the existing request.  The text stored in &SYS.LOCK.MSG can be up to 250 characters;
it is created by the TEXT operand of the LOCK verb.  The current user ID, the name of
the base NCL procedure, and the time are appended to the text, if any.

&SYS.LOCK.MSG

Considerations

See also &SYS.FDBK and &SYS.RETCODE.  &SYS.FDBK contains completion
information for selected NCL verbs.  &SYS.RETCODE contains a return code set
by the system or by a user.

See the LOCK verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

In the following example, the procedure named LOCKIT locks a resource called
ME_UP and then releases it.  The procedure then displays &SYS.LOCK.MSG, which
contains the message FREE AT LAST:

LOCKIT: PROCEDURE
    /* apply the lock */
    LOCK PNAME=ME_UP TEXT="FREE AT LAST"
    /* release the lock */
    LOCK PNAME=ME_UP TYPE=FREE
    &B =&SYS.LOCK.MSG
    SAY "THE TEXT OF THE CURRENT LOCK MESSAGE WAS " &B
END LOCKIT
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&SYS.LOOPCTL The &SYS.LOOPCTL system variable contains the current setting of the automatic
loop control counter.  It is used to control the number of times a loop is performed
within a DO group, and also the number of times GOSUB and GOTO statements are
executed.

The system default value for &SYS.LOOPCTL is 1000.  This value decrements by one
each time a loop is executed or each time a GOSUB or GOTO statement is executed.
When an NCL procedure exits from a loop, the counter is not automatically reset to the
default value.  If the counter reaches 0 (zero), the NCL process is terminated on the
assumption that it is looping uncontrollably, or that repeated executions of GOSUB or
GOTO statements are out of control.  NCL sets this system variable to 1000 each time
CNMREAD, EMSREAD, INTREAD, LOGREAD, or MSGREAD is executed, unless the
user explicitly sets it to 0 (zero).

&SYS.LOOPCTL

Considerations

The maximum value to which this variable can be set is 10000.

An assignment statement can be used to alter the default value of this variable.
This should be done if you expect the number of times the execution of a valid
loop, or the number of executions of GOSUB or GOTO statements, to exceed the
default value during standard NCL processing.  See the assignment core statement
in Section 2, “Core Statements.”

You can remove any checking of &SYS.LOOPCTL by NCL if you set the initial
value to zero.

If your NCL procedure performs lengthy iterations, you can check the
decrementing value of &SYS.LOOPCTL and avoid abnormal termination of the
procedure because of uncontrolled looping.

Example

In the following example, &SYS.LOOPCTL limits the DO group to repeating only five
times, even though the formal request was to repeat the DO group ten times:

APROC:  PROCEDURE
    &SYS.LOOPCTL = 5

    DO &I = 1 TO 10
    SAY "&I = " &I
    END

END APROC
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&SYSMSG The &SYSMSG variable contains an error message set by NCL panel services and/or
NCL file processing.  It is not exactly a system variable because its value is not
common to all executing procedures within an NCL process.

This variable is included in this section because its function is similar (in most
respects) to system variables.

NCL sets this variable to the text of a message related to the first error detected during
internal validation of a panel displayed by the PANEL verb.  When file processing
detects an error and returns an error code of 16 in &SYS.FILE.RC, NCL sets &SYSMSG
to contain further error information.  When the CNMREAD or CNMSEND verb
detects an error and returns an error code of 8 in &SYS.RETCODE, NCL also sets
&SYSMSG to contain further error information.

&SYSMSG

The following NCL verbs can set &SYSMSG:

CNMREAD

CNMSEND

All FILE verbs except FILE CLOSE

PANEL

All SECCALL verbs except SECCALL CHECK and SECCALL EXIT

The START verb

Considerations

Unlike most system variables, the user can modify the contents of this variable.

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide for more information
on the &SYSMSG variable.

See the following verbs:  CNMREAD, CNMSEND, FILE, PANEL, and START in
Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also &SYS.FILE.RC, &SYS.PANEL.FLD, and &SYS.RETCODE.
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Example

In the following example, the procedure OPEN_PROC shows how you might use
&SYSMSG:

OPEN_PROC:  PROCEDURE
    FILE OPEN ID=LLLL FORMAT=UNMAPPED
    SAY &SYS.FILE.RC = “ &SYS.FILE.RC
    SAY “&SYSMSG = “ &SYSMSG
END OPEN_PROC

In the previous example two system variables are displayed:  &SYS.FILE.RC and
&SYSMSG.  Both were set as a result of the failure of the OPEN FILE verb.
&SYS.FILE.RC contains the value 16, indicating that an error occurred and that more
information is to be found in &SYSMSG.  &SYSMSG contains a message that explains
the reason for the failure.
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&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY The &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY system variable contains the natural (untranslated) name
of the function key that terminates user input in the last displayed panel.
&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY is from two through four characters long:  for example, F1 or
SF16.

If a synchronous panel has been defined with the #OPT panel control statement and a
time interval (specified on the INWAIT operand) has elapsed, &SYS.INKEY is set to
null.

&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY

Considerations

Take care when using IF statements that refer to &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY; if this
variable has a null value, NCL causes a syntax error.

See also &SYS.INKEY, which contains the translated name of the last function key
that terminated user input in the last displayed panel.

Example

The following example shows a panel definition named PANEX01.  An NCL
procedure called SHOW_KEYS is listed.  This procedure displays the &SYS.INKEY
and &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY system variables after displaying the panel:

#NOTE
#NOTE THIS IMPLEMENTS PANEX01
#NOTE

% ------------------- &SYS.PANEL.ID -------------------------

+
+ PANEL OK Y or N  ===>_pnlyn
+          Enter Y if you like this panel display
+             or N if you don’t
+             &INVAR

SHOW_KEYS:  PROCEDURE

    PANEL NAME=PANEX01
    SAY “&SYS.INKEY = “ &SYS.INKEY
    SAY “&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY = “ &SYS.NATIVE.INKEY

END SHOW_KEYS

In the previous example, if the user pressed the function key F7, the
&SYS.NATIVE.INKEY system variable would contain the value F7, and &SYS.INKEY
would contain PF07.  The latter is the translated value of the natural or native key
used.
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&SYS.NCL.BASEPROC and &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC
The &SYS.NCL.BASEPROC system variable contains the name of an NCL base
procedure; &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC contains the name of the procedure currently
executing.  When an NCL procedure is invoked, the first procedure executed is called
the base procedure.  If the procedure is not nested, both system variables have the
same contents (the name of the procedure currently executing).  If the base procedure
calls another procedure or function, the second procedure and any further procedures
or functions that are called become nested.

&SYS.NCL.BASEPROC and &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC should be used for an executing
procedure in which a message from the procedure refers to the name of a possible
calling procedure.  If this is done, and either procedure is subsequently renamed, no
modification to the code is required.

When calling a nested procedure to perform a utility function, common self-adjusting
error messages can be issued that correctly refer to the names of calling procedures.

The value returned for both variables is a name, containing up to eight characters.

&SYS.NCL.BASEPROC

&SYS.NCL.CURRPROC

Example

In the following example, the &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC and &SYS.NCL.BASEPROC
system variables are PROC2 and MAIN_PROC, respectively.  In this example, there
are calls to two NCL procedures:

MAIN_PROC:  PROCEDURE
    CALL PROC1
    EXIT
PROC1:  PROCEDURE
    CALL PROC2
    EXIT
END PROC1
PROC2:  PROCEDURE
    SAY "BASE PROC = " &SYS.NCL.BASEPROC
    SAY "CURRENT PROC = " &SYS.NCL.CURRPROC
END PROC2
END MAIN_PROC
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&SYS.NCL.ENV The &SYS.NCL.ENV system variable contains the environment in which the NCL
process is executing.

&SYS.NCL.ENV

Considerations

Possible values for &SYS.NCL.ENV are:

BLOG The NCL process is executing in the background logger (LOGP)
environment.

BMON The NCL process is executing in the background monitor (BMON)
environment.

BSYS The NCL process is executing in the background system (BSYS)
environment.

DPE The NCL process is executing in the dependent processing environment;
it was invoked using the NCL INTCMD verb.

EMSP The NCL process is executing in the EMSP processing environment.

LOGP The NCL process is executing in the LOGP processing environment.

OCS The NCL process is executing in an OCS primary processing
environment; it was invoked from the OCS command input line.

REM The NCL process is executing in the remote operator control (ROC)
environment.

TOP The NCL process is executing in the Top Level environment; it was
invoked from the main menu.

See also &SYS.NCL.TYPE, and &SYS.TERM.TYPE; these variables can also return
the environment in which an NCL process is executing.

Example

In the following example, the &SYS.NCL.ENV system variable is displayed and has
the value OCS, if the procedure is started from an OCS command input line:

PROC1:  PROCEDURE
SAY "&SYS.NCL.ENV = " &SYS.NCL.ENV
END PROC1
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&SYS.NCL.NEST The &SYS.NCL.NEST system variable contains the nesting level number of the current
procedure or function.  When an NCL procedure is invoked, the first procedure
executed is called the base procedure.  If the base procedure calls another procedure or
function, the second procedure and any further procedures or functions that are called
become nested.

Any procedure or function may use &SYS.NCL.NEST to determine the nesting level
number at which it is executing.  Counting starts from the base procedure, which has a
nesting level of 0 (zero).  Every time a procedure or function is called, 1 is added to
&SYS.NCL.NEST; every time the procedure or function returns, 1 is subtracted from
&SYS.NCL.NEST.

A maximum of 128 nesting levels is allowed in a single NCL process.

&SYS.NCL.NEST

Example

In the following example, the &SYSMSG variable is assigned a message indicating that
the maximum nesting level has been reached:

IF &SYS.NCL.NEST = 128 THEN
   &SYSMSG ="Maximum nesting level".
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&SYS.NCL.RESTART The &SYS.NCL.RESTART system variable contains the number of restarts for a
persistent NCL process.

&SYS.NCL.RESTART

Considerations

&SYS.NCL.RESTART is initially set to 0 (zero) when a persistent NCL process is
started, and is incremented by 1 each time the NCL procedure restarts.

If the NCL procedure is not started as persistent, the value of
&SYS.NCL.RESTART is, and remains, null.

See the START verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”  This verb defines how you can start a
persistent NCL procedure.

Example

The following example shows a procedure called EX2 that issues a START verb, using
the RESTART operand, to start an NCL process called EX3.  This process displays the
&SYS.NCL.RESTART system variable as its first executable statement.  When the
process restarts as a result of the process in which it is running being stopped, the
count increments by 1.

EX2: PROCEDURE
    START EX3 ENV=BMON RESTART=YES
END RETCODE

EX3:PROCEDURE
SAY "RESTART COUNT IS " &SYS.NCL.RESTART
/* more NCL CODE                                */
END EX3

The foregoing NCL procedure, EX3, does not restart if it terminates before the restart
takes place.
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&SYS.NCL.TYPE The &SYS.NCL.TYPE system variable contains the type of the current procedure.
NCL procedures may be one of several types.  Most NCL procedures are standard
types; that is, they use all the standard NCL core statements, verbs, built-in functions,
and system variables.

Some NCL procedures run as a special type of NCL process.  These special processes
are authorized to use NCL statements, built-in functions, and system variables that are
available only to that type of NCL process.  For example, the LOGPROC procedure
may use the LOGCONT, LOGDEL, and LOGREAD verbs.  No other NCL procedures
may use these verbs.

When writing NCL procedures, it may be necessary to determine (within the
procedure itself) the exact type of NCL procedure that is executing.  The
&SYS.NCL.TYPE system variable provides this information.

In addition, the &SYS.TERM.TYPE system variable provides an indication of the
environment in which an NCL procedure is executing.  A specific value—for example,
LOGP—does not necessarily indicate that the procedure is LOGPROC.  It may indicate
that the procedure is executing in the LOGP environment.

&SYS.NCL.TYPE

Considerations

The &SYS.NCL.TYPE system variable provides one of the following values when
it is referred to:

Value Description

EMSP The NCL procedure is executing as EMSPROC.  The verbs EMSALERT,
EMSCONT, EMSDEL, EMSREAD, and EMSSEND may be used.

LOGP The NCL procedure is executing as LOGPROC.  The verbs LOGCONT, LOGDEL,
and LOGREAD may be used.

MSGP The NCL procedure is executing as a MSGPROC.  The verbs MSGCONT,
MSGDEL, and MSGREAD may be used.

STDP The NCL procedure is a standard NCL process.  No special facilities are available.
This includes both interactive and full-screen mode procedures.

See also &SYS.TERM.NAME and &SYS.TERM.TYPE.

Example

In the following example, the procedure NTYPE tests the contents of the
&SYS.NCL.TYPE system variable and issues a message if the type is not MSGP:

NTYPE: PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.NCL.TYPE \= MSGP THEN
    WRITE DATA="ABORT-Not a Message Procedure"
END NTYPE
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&SYS.NCL.VERSION The &SYS.NCL.VERSION system variable contains the current version number of
NCL.  It can be used to assist in structuring NCL procedures running in environments
using mixed releases of NonStop NET/MASTER MS software.  The release number is
returned in the format Vx.y, in which x.y is the current NCL version number.

&SYS.NCL.VERSION

Example

The following example tests the &SYS.NCL.VERSION system variable and issues a
message if the current NCL version is less than V3.0:

VERSION: PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.NCL.VERSION < V3.0 THEN
    WRITE DATA="System not at latest level"
END VERSION

&SYS.NCL.VMAX The &SYS.NCL.VMAX system variable contains the maximum length of an NCL
variable.

&SYS.NCL.VMAX

Consideration

Currently, the maximum number of characters that an NCL variable can contain is
32000.  This value is returned in &SYS.NCL.VMAX.

Example

In the following example, procedure VMAX issues a message giving the number of
unused characters left in the variable &A:

VMAX: PROCEDURE
    &SPACE_LEFT = &SYS.NCL.VMAX - LENGTH(&A)
    SAY "THERE IS " &SPACE_LEFT " IN &A"
END VMAX
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&SYS.NCLID The &SYS.NCLID system variable contains the unique identifier of the NCL process
that is referring to it.  Each NCL process in the system is identified by a unique
identifying number.  This is to allow different NCL processes to communicate with
each other or to allow a terminal user to communicate with an NCL process.

For example, the NCL WRITE verb uses &SYS.NCLID to send a message from one
NCL process to another.  As another example, NonStop NET/MASTER MS
commands FLUSH, GO, and INTQ (issued from an OCS window or from an NCL
process) use &SYS.NCLID to communicate directly with any NCL process.

The SYSPARMS option NCLXUSER=YES must be set to allow communication
between NCL processes.

&SYS.NCLID

Considerations

Each procedure in the system is allocated a unique identifier when it is started,
and it retains this identifier until it ends.  Multiple invocations of the same
procedure therefore have the same name but different NCL IDs.

The NonStop NET/MASTER MS SHOW NCL command lists all NCL processes
running in the current environment.

For more information on interprocess communications, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

See the WRITE verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

For more information on the FLUSH, GO, and INTQ commands, refer to the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NCLID system variable:

IDPROC: PROCEDURE
    WRITE DATA="Procedure "&SYS.NCLID" is in execution"
END IDPROC
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&SYS.NM.DID The &SYS.NM.DID system variable contains the value of the NonStop NET/MASTER
MS domain identifier.  The PARAM DID command, which can be used only in the
configuration file, specifies a one-character through four-character domain identifier.
If PARAM ID is not specified, the first four characters of the NonStop NET/MASTER
Management Services (MS) system name (or ANON, for anonymous, if no system
name is specified) is used.

The domain identifier is used to identify a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system and
should be unique throughout all connected systems.  It is also used as a prefix in
creating the user ID names to be used for the background environments.  If a unique
value for the domain identifier is not selected, conflicting systems are not able to
initiate Remote Operator Control (ROC) sessions from background environments, and
Inter-System Routing (ISR) flows may not be set up.

&SYS.NM.DID

Considerations

Use the SHOW PARAM command to see the command setting of the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS domain identifier.

For a description of the PARAM DID command, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NM.DID system variable:

DIDPROC: PROCEDURE
    WRITE DATA="The system domain identifier is "&SYS.NM.DID
END DIDPROC
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&SYS.NM.ID The &SYS.NM.ID system variable contains the ID of this NonStop NET/MASTER MS
system allocated to the local NonStop NET/MASTER MS system by the SYSPARMS
ID command.  If the system ID has not been set, the default value ANON (for
anonymous) is returned.

When multiple NonStop NET/MASTER MS systems are running in the same network
on the same or different machines, each should have a unique ID.  This is not required
but it is good operational practice.

The ID for each NonStop NET/MASTER MS system should be meaningful; that is, it
should reflect the name of the site at which the system is installed.  A maximum of 12
characters is allowed to provide flexibility in naming.

The ID should not be confused with NonStop NET/MASTER MS domain ID as
specified in the PARAM DID command.

&SYS.NM.ID

Considerations

Use the SHOW SYSPARMS command to see the command setting of the ID.

Refer to the SYSPARMS command in the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command
Reference Manual.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NM.ID system variable:

IDPROC: PROCEDURE
    WRITE DATA="The system domain identifier is "&SYS.NM.ID
END IDPROC
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&SYS.NNM.PRODNUM The &SYS.NNM.PRODNUM system variable contains the Tandem product number of
the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

&SYS.NNM.PRODNUM

Consideration

See also &SYS.NNM.RELDATE and &SYS.NNM.VERSION, which provide other
details about the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NNM.PRODNUM system variable:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.NNM.PRODNUM = " &SYS.NNM.PRODNUM
END APROC

&SYS.NNM.RELDATE The &SYS.NNM.RELDATE system variable contains the release date of this NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system.

&SYS.NNM.RELDATE

Consideration

See also &SYS.NNM.PRODNUM and &SYS.NNM.VERSION, which provide other
details about the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NNM.RELDATE system variable:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.NNM.RELDATE = " &SYS.NNM.RELDATE
END APROC
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&SYS.NNM.VERSION The &SYS.NNM.VERSION system variable contains the version number of the current
NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

&SYS.NNM.VERSION

Consideration

See also &SYS.NNM.PRODNUM and &SYS.NNM.RELDATE, which provide other
details about the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NNM.VERSION system variable:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.NNM.VERSION = " &SYS.NNM.VERSION
END APROC

&SYS.NODE.NAME The &SYS.NODE.NAME system variable contains the system name of the local
system.

&SYS.NODE.NAME

Considerations

A null value is returned for &SYS.NODE.NAME if the system is not configured for
Expand.

See also &SYS.NODE.NUM, which contains the system number of the local
system.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NODE.NAME system variable:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.NODE.NAME = " &SYS.NODE.NAME
END APROC
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&SYS.NODE.NUM The &SYS.NODE.NUM system variable contains the system number of the local
system.

&SYS.NODE.NUM

Considerations

A value of 255 is returned for &SYS.NODE.NUM if the system is not configured
for Expand.

See also &SYS.NODE.NAME, which contains the system name of the local system.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.NODE.NUM system variable:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.NODE.NUM = " &SYS.NODE.NUM
END APROC
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&SYS.OCS.ID and &SYS.OCS.IDO
The &SYS.OCS.ID and &SYS.OCS.IDO system variables contain the OCS ID name for
the current window and the second window.  These system variables enable an NCL
procedure to test the ID of the current OCS window.  &SYS.OCS.ID is set to the same
ID used in the OCSID command.  If no ID has been set, &SYS.OCS.ID returns a null
value.

&SYS.OCS.IDO enables an NCL procedure to test the ID of the second OCS window to
determine if it is operational.  &SYS.OCS.ID and &SYS.OCS.IDO are normally used
together to determine what ID should be set for a particular window.

&SYS.OCS.ID
&SYS.OCS.IDO

Considerations

&SYS.OCS.ID and &SYS.OCS.IDO can be used in subsequent NCL procedures to
determine the path of execution, depending upon the ID under which execution is
taking place.

For a description of the OCSID command, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual.

Example

In the following example, the procedure APROC sets the OCS window identifier of the
first OCS window you enter to ONE, and the OCS window identifier of the second (or
background) OCS window you enter to TWO.  It uses the NCL core statement CMD to
issue the NonStop NET/MASTER MS command OCSID to set these values:

APROC: PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.OCS.IDO \= "ONE"  THEN
     CMD "-OCSID ONE"

    ELSE
     CMD "-OCSID TWO"
END APROC
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&SYS.OS.GENERIC and &SYS.OS.SPECIFIC
The &SYS.OS.GENERIC and &SYS.OS.SPECIFIC system variables contain the generic
and specific names, respectively, of the operating system under which NonStop
NET/MASTER MS is operating.  The value of both of these variables is GUARDIAN,
which specifies the Tandem NonStop Kernel.

&SYS.OS.GENERIC
&SYS.OS.SPECIFIC

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.OS.GENERIC and &SYS.OS.SPECIFIC
system variables:

OSPROC: PROCEDURE
    WRITE DATA="The operating system is",
            &SYS.OS.GENERIC "or " &SYS.OS.SPECIFIC
END OSPROC
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&SYS.PANEL.ERRORC The &SYS.PANEL.ERRORC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPERRORC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of error fields and error messages on a panel.
The default value is RED.

&SYS.PANEL.ERRORC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPERRORC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values for color are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and
YELLOW.

See the panel statement #ERR in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.ERRORC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is RED; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.ERRORC = " &SYS.PANEL.ERRORC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPERRORC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.ERRORC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.ERRORC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.ERRORH The &SYS.PANEL.ERRORH system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPERRORH.  This is the value for the operand HLITE in
specifying the display mode for error fields and error messages on a panel.  The
default value is REVERSE.

&SYS.PANEL.ERRORH

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPERRORH.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid value produces an error.  Valid
values are BLINK, NONE, REVERSE, and USCORE.

See the panel statement #ERR in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.ERRORH system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is REVERSE; after the change it becomes USCORE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.ERRORH = " &SYS.PANEL.ERRORH
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPERRORH=USCORE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.ERRORH NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.ERRORH

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.FKEYC The &SYS.PANEL.FKEYC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPFKEYC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of left and right titles and function key
descriptions on a panel.  The default value is TURQUOISE.

&SYS.PANEL.FKEYC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPFKEYC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.FKEYC system variable and shows
how to change it.  Initially it is TURQUOISE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.FKEYC = " &SYS.PANEL.FKEYC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPFKEYC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.FKEYC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.FKEYC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.FLD The &SYS.PANEL.FLD system variable contains the name of the variable associated
with the field in error.  It is set to the null value if no error was detected by internal
validation.

&SYS.PANEL.FLD

Considerations

The setting of this variable by NCL can occur when a panel is displayed and there
is subsequent incorrect data entry by the operator.  &SYS.PANEL.FLD is set by
panel services as a result of an internal validation error.

You can explicitly assign a value to this system variable by identifying a particular
field on a panel as an error.  This can be done as follows:

Specify varname as &SYS.PANEL.FLD in the #OPT ERRFLD option.

Assign &SYS.PANEL.FLD to the variable name (without the preceding
ampersand) of the field which you wish to identify as an error.

See the #ERR statement and the #OPT ERRFLD option in Section 6, “Panel Control
Statements.”

See also the CONTROL PANELRC and CONTROL NOPANELRC verbs in
Section 3, “Verbs.”

For further information on the handling of panel errors, refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

Example

In the following example, the procedure PANPROC displays the variable name of the
field in error after data is entered:

PANPROC: PROCEDURE
    /* assumed panel verb to display an existing panel */
    IF &SYS.PANEL.FLD =‘‘ THEN
       SAY "NO FIELDS IN ERROR"
    ELSE
       SAY " THE FIELD IN ERROR IS " &SYS.PANEL.FLD
END PANPROC
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&SYS.PANEL.ID The &SYS.PANEL.ID system variable contains the name of the current panel as it
appears on the panel verb; it is intended to label the panel display with an identifier.

&SYS.PANEL.ID provides an alternative to the inclusion of the actual panel name
within the body of the panel.  This variable can be used only in a panel, otherwise an
error occurs.

&SYS.PANEL.ID

Example

The following example shows the use of the &SYS.PANEL.ID system variable in one
of the display lines in a panel description.  It allows the panel identification used in the
PANEL verb to appear in the displayed panel.  The characters “+” and “%” are
defined as having low intensity and high intensity attributes, respectively:

+ This panel has the ID of %&SYS.PANEL.ID
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&SYS.PANEL.INPHIC The &SYS.PANEL.INPHIC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPINPHIC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of mandatory input fields on a panel.  The
default value is WHITE.

&SYS.PANEL.INPHIC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPINPHIC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.INPHIC system variable and shows
how to change it.  Initially it is WHITE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPHIC = " &SYS.PANEL.INPHIC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPINPHIC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPHIC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.INPHIC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.INPLOC The &SYS.PANEL.INPLOC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPINPLOC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of optional input fields on a panel.  The default
value is TURQUOISE.

&SYS.PANEL.INPLOC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPINPLOC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.INPLOC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is TURQUOISE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPLOC = " &SYS.PANEL.INPLOC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPINPLOC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPLOC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.INPLOC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.INPUTH The &SYS.PANEL.INPUTH system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPINPUTH.  This is the value for the operand HLITE in
specifying the display mode of input fields on a panel.  The default value is USCORE.

&SYS.PANEL.INPUTH

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPINPUTH.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid value produces an error.  Valid
values are BLINK, NONE, REVERSE, and USCORE.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.INPUTH system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is USCORE; after the change it becomes BLINK:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPUTH = " &SYS.PANEL.INPUTH
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPINPUTH=BLINK"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPUTH NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.INPUTH

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.INPUTP The &SYS.PANEL.INPUTP system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPINPUTP.  This is the value for the PAD operand in a panel
input field.

&SYS.PANEL.INPUTP

Considerations

If the terminal supports the underlining of input fields, the value of this system
variable is NULL; it can not be changed.  If the terminal does not support the
underlining of input fields, &SYS.PANEL.INPUTP contains the underscore
character (_), which can be changed.

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPINPUTP.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid value produces an error.  A valid
value is any single character except the space character.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.INPUTP system variable and shows
how it might be changed.  Initially it is NULL; after the change it remains NULL
because the terminal supports the underlining of input fields.

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPUTP = " &SYS.PANEL.INPUTP
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPINPUTP=_"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.INPUTP NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.INPUTP

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.LABELC The &SYS.PANEL.LABELC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPLABELC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of field labels and comments on a panel.  The
default value is GREEN.

&SYS.PANEL.LABELC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPLABELC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.LABELC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is GREEN; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.LABELC = " &SYS.PANEL.LABELC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPLABELC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.LABELC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.LABELC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD The &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD system variable contains the names of the fields that
have been modified in a displayed panel.  The changed fields as a result of being input
fields on a panel are returned in the order they appear on the screen (that is, left to
right and top to bottom).

&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD contains all fields that have been modified, if the FLDCTL
operand of the CONTROL verb has been specified.  Fields flagged as being in error or
modified by the SETERR or SETMOD operands of the ASSIGN verb are also returned
by &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD.

&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD can be processed as an ordered list.  Any successive reference
to this variable returns the name at the top of the list until it is empty.  Such references
include assigning user variables to &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD, as well as referring to
&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD in IF or SELECT conditional statements.

The MODFLD attribute of a field is retained unless it is cleared by the ASSIGN verb
operand OPT=MODFLD or a new panel display.  If a field still has a MODFLD attribute
when a subsequent panel is displayed, and that field appears on the panel, it is again
treated as being modified by the user and appears in the &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD list.
This is particularly useful when processing panels that contain selection lists.  For
example; the user can be presented with several options in a selection list, only one of
which (say) is incorrectly entered.  The panel may be redisplayed to highlight the field
(option) in error.  After the second display, the correctly entered options can be
processed through &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD.

&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD

Considerations

An important efficiency consideration: when using panels, the
&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD system variable should be used for field validation.  Then
you need only validate what has changed.

See also the ASSIGN and CONTROL verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”
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Example

In the following example, the procedure MOD_PROC tests the
&SYS.PANEL.MODFLD system variable and selects a new panel based on the
contents:

MOD_PROC: PROCEDURE
PANEL NAME = NAMEADDR

VALIDATE:
    /*  jump to next panel  */
    IF  &SYS.PANEL.MODFLD = NAME1
    THEN
    GOTO NEXTPANEL
        IF &NAME =  NAME2
        THEN…

NEXTPANEL:

END MOD_PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC The &SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPOUTHIC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of permanent output data fields on a panel.  The
default value is WHITE.

&SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPOUTHIC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is WHITE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC = " &SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPOUTHIC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.OUTHIC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC The &SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPOUTLOC.  This is the value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics of optional output data fields on a panel.  The
default value is TURQUOISE.

&SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPOUTLOC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is TURQUOISE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC = " &SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPOUTLOC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.OUTLOC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.SKIP The &SYS.PANEL.SKIP system variable contains the next panel skip level in a panel
set (hierarchical group of panels).  This variable is set because a PSKIP attribute has
been assigned to a panel input field.  This variable can be assigned in an NCL
procedure.  This allows direct panel skip information to be entered in the form
OPT1.OPT2.OPT3. and so on.
Each time a reference is made to &SYS.PANEL.SKIP in an NCL panel call, the current
skip level is cleared, provided that the panel being called has at least one field defined
as a skip field.  After all skip levels have been cleared, NCL sets &SYS.PANEL.SKIP to
null.

When performing panel skips, only menus that do not require mandatory entry of
data can be skipped over.  An attempt to skip over a menu that requires entry of one
or more data fields (other than menu selections) causes the NCL process to terminate.

By default, all fields on a panel must be of adequate length to support entry of a panel
skip request in the format =x.x.  If you wish to restrict the use this facility, a panel
field can be defined with the #FLD statement PSKIP=NO operand.  See Section 6,
“Panel Control Statements.”

You use &SYS.PANEL.SKIP to refer to panel skip data entered by the terminal
operator and to process it as though the actual menu entries had been entered by the
operator.

&SYS.PANEL.SKIP [ = s. … | = " = s. … "]

s. É

contains the value to be set in &SYS.PANEL.SKIP.  If the optional panel skip
trigger (=) is included, then an automatic panel skip to the panel set (s. sÉ)  is
initiated.  If you omit the equal (=) operator, the skip is from the current position
downward.

Omitting the panel skip trigger and skip data causes any current panel skip to be
cleared.  The panel set s.É is not validated at the time the &SYS.PANEL.SKIP
system variable is assigned a value.  The panel set can include data of any type.

=

initiates an automatic panel skip to the panel set specified by s. É .  If you include
the equal (=) operator, it indicates that the skip is from the top-level menu
downwards.  As with any panel skip, the current NCL procedure is immediately
flushed.  The skip begins as if the NonStop NET/MASTER MS primary menu is
currently displayed.  Each subsequent value from s. É  is used to determine the
next menu selection panel or function.  When the final value in the set has been
processed, the panel associated with the last selection is displayed.
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Errors in the specified panel set value may cause termination of the skip process.
Attempts to navigate beyond a valid panel structure or to pass a point at which
mandatory input data is required also cause the skip process to terminate.

Considerations

When panel skipping is in progress, intermediate system menu panels, such as the
primary menu, are automatically suppressed.  The first attempt to display a panel,
such as from an NCL procedure, cancels any remaining panel skip.  It is therefore
the user's responsibility to ensure that NCL procedures correctly provide for panel
skips.

Whenever the &SYS.PANEL.SKIP system variable is referred to by an NCL
procedure, it returns the next option (separated by periods), or the null value if
there are no more options.  By successively referring to this system variable, you
can make the underlying NCL procedure skip through panels without displaying
them until &SYS.PANEL.SKIP is null.

If the panel being called does not contain at least one field defined as a skip field,
the use of this system variable has no effect.

For more information on panel skipping, see the #FLD panel statement in
Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the PANEL verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example sets the &SYS.PANEL.SKIP system variable and exits.  In the
following example panels must exist to satisfy the skip criteria:

SKIP_PROC: PROCEDURE
    &SYS.PANEL.SKIP = "=C.G.H"
    PANEL NAME = NAMEADDR
    EXIT
END SKIP_PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC The &SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPSUBTLC.  This is the default value for the operand COLOR
in specifying the display mode of subtitles and headings on a panel.  The default value
is YELLOW.

&SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPSUBTLC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC system variable and
shows how to change it.  Initially it is YELLOW; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC = " &SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPSUBTLC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.SUBTLC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.TITLEC The &SYS.PANEL.TITLEC system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPTITLEC.  This is the default value for the operand COLOR in
specifying the display characteristics for centered titles in a panel.  The default value is
TURQUOISE.

&SYS.PANEL.TITLEC

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPTITLEC.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid color produces an error.  Valid
values are BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQUOISE, WHITE, and YELLOW.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.TITLEC system variable and shows
how to change it.  Initially it is TURQUOISE; after the change it becomes BLUE:

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.TITLEC = " &SYS.PANEL.TITLEC
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPTITLEC=BLUE"
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.TITLEC NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.TITLEC

END PROC
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&SYS.PANEL.TITLEP The &SYS.PANEL.TITLEP system variable contains the value specified with the
command SYSPARMS SPTITLEP.  This is the default value for the PAD operand for
centered titles in a panel.  The default value is the hyphen character (-).

&SYS.PANEL.TITLEP

Considerations

A new value can be assigned to this variable only by using the command
SYSPARMS SPTITLEP.  See the example that follows.

An attempt to change this variable to an invalid value produces an error.  A valid
value is any single character except the space character.

See the panel statement #FLD in Section 6, “Panel Control Statements.”

See also the other system variables that relate to panels.  They all begin with the
letters &SYS.PANEL.

Example

The following example displays the &SYS.PANEL.TITLEP system variable and shows
how it might be changed.  Initially it is "-"; after the change it becomes "=":

PROC:PROCEDURE
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.TITLEP = " &SYS.PANEL.TITLEP
    INTCMD "SYSPARMS SPTITLEP=="
    INTREAD
    INTCONT
    SAY "&SYS.PANEL.TITLEP NOW = " &SYS.PANEL.TITLEP

END PROC
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&SYS.PARMCNT The &SYS.PARMCNT system variable contains a count of the number of variables
entered when a function or a procedure is invoked.

When a function is invoked, parameters (arguments) can be passed to it.  Similarly,
when a procedure is invoked implicitly, or by using the EXEC command, START
command, or CALL core statement, parameters (arguments) can be passed to the
procedure.  There is no practical limit to the number of arguments that can be passed
to an NCL function or procedure.  Arguments are passed to the function or procedure
by specifying them after the name of the function or procedure.  NCL makes the
arguments available to the function or procedure in variables that are given the
variable names (&1, &2, and so on).  &SYS.PARMCNT is set to the number of variables
created.

&SYS.PARMCNT

Considerations

&SYS.PARMCNT is only set when a procedure is invoked and remains set to that
initial value for the duration of processing.  Subsequent functions do not change
the value.

&SYS.PARMCNT applies only to the current nesting level.  Each new nesting level
establishes its unique &SYS.PARMCNT value.

See also &SYS.ALLPARMS, which is a single variable that contains the value of all
variables supplied on entry to the invoked procedure.

For more information and examples on passing variables between procedures,
refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

See the CALL core statement in Section 2, “Core Statements.”

See also &SYS.ALLPARMS, which contains a string of parameters supplied to an
NCL process by a user.

Example

The following example shows an NCL procedure called PARMCNT that uses the
&SYS.PARMCNT system variable.  &SYS.PARMCNT, in this example, contains the
value 2.  The variable &1 is given the value NCP1; the variable &2 is given the value
NCP4.  These values are displayed when the procedure is started by using the EXEC
command with the parameters NCP1 and NCP4 (EXEC PARMCNT NCP1 NCP4):

PARMCNT: PROCEDURE
    SAY &SYS.PARMCNT " IS THE VALUE OF &SYS.PARMCNT"
    SAY &1 " IS THE VALUE OF &1"
    SAY &2 " IS THE VALUE OF &2"
END PARMCNT
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&SYS.PSEND.ERROR The &SYS.PSEND.ERROR system variable contains the current Guardian file system
error resulting from the last PATHSEND operation.

&SYS.PSEND.ERROR

Considerations

See also the other &SYS.PSEND system variables in this section.

See also the PSEND SEND verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

For more information on Guardian file system errors, refer to the Guardian
Procedure Errors and Messages Manual.

Example

The following example displays a warning message if the &SYS.PSEND.ERROR
system variable is equal to 48, indicating that a security violation has occurred:

PSERROR1: PROCEDURE
   IF &SYS.PSEND.ERROR = 48 THEN
   SAY "The procedure has encountered a security failure"
END PSERROR1

&SYS.PSEND.PSERROR
The &SYS.PSEND.PSERROR system variable contains the current PATHSEND error.

&SYS.PSEND.PSERROR

Considerations

For information on PATHSEND error codes, refer to the Pathway Application
Programming Guide.

See also the other &SYS.PSEND system variables in this section.

See also the PSEND SEND verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example displays a warning message if the &SYS.PSEND.PSERROR
system variable is equal to 913, indicating an attempt to access a frozen server class:

PSERROR2: PROCEDURE
   IF &SYS.PSEND.PSERROR = 913 THEN
   SAY "This server class is frozen"
END PSERROR2
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&SYS.PSEND.ID The &SYS.PSEND.ID system variable contains the ID of the current local PSEND
identifier.

&SYS.PSEND.ID

Consideration

See also the other &SYS.PSEND system variables in this section.

Example

The following example displays a warning message if the &SYS.PSEND.ID system
variable is equal to IDD1, indicating that this ID is not the correct one for the current
message:

PSERROR3: PROCEDURE
   IF &SYS.PSEND.ID = IDD1 THEN
   SAY "The current ID is IDD1 and should be IDD2"
END PSERROR3

&SYS.PSEND.RC The &SYS.PSEND.RC system variable contains the return code resulting from the last
PATHSEND operation.

&SYS.PSEND.RC

Considerations

The value of the return code depends on the operation.

See also the PSEND CLOSE, PSEND OPEN, PSEND SEND, and PSEND SET verbs
in Section 3, “Verbs.”

See also the other &SYS.PSEND system variables in this section.

Example

The following example displays a message if the &SYS.PSEND.RC system variable is
equal to 16, indicating an error has occurred:

PSERROR4: PROCEDURE
   IF &SYS.PSEND.RC = 16 THEN
   SAY "An error has occurred"
END PSERROR4
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&SYS.RETCODE The &SYS.RETCODE system variable contains the current system return code or
contains a new user-assigned return code value.  If &SYS.RETCODE has not been set,
it contains a default value of 0 (zero).  This system variable can be assigned a value in
the range 0 (zero) through 99 by an NCL procedure.

The FINDRC operand of the CONTROL verb allows a procedure to determine the
success of a call to a lower-level procedure.  If the requested procedure does not exist
and CONTROL FINDRC is set, the call fails.  Processing continues, and
&SYS.RETCODE is set to a value of 100.  If CONTROL FINDRC is not set, the NCL
process terminates.

&SYS.RETCODE [ = value ]

value

specifies a  new value, in the range 0 through 99, to be placed in &SYS.RETCODE.

Considerations

The RETURN core statement can return variables to a higher nesting level of a
procedure or function.  The SHRVARS operand of the CONTROL verb allows sets
of variables to be shared between procedures or functions.  Using the SHRVARS
operand is one method you can use to pass newly assigned values of variables
back to calling procedures or functions.  However, if you do not wish to use the
SHRVARS feature, the &SYS.RETCODE system variable is available for passing
single values from one procedure or function to another.

See also the RETURN core statement in Section 2, “Core Statements.”

See also the CONTROL  and START verbs in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example of a procedure called RETCODE shows that NCL sets the
&SYS.RETCODE system variable to 100 when a procedure called SNOOPY is not
found:

RETCODE: PROCEDURE
    CONTROL FINDRC
    CALL SNOOPY
    IF &SYS.RETCODE = 100 THEN SAY "SNOOPY NOT AT HOME"
END RETCODE
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&SYS.SIGNON The &SYS.SIGNON system variable indicates whether a second window is opened.
The value of &SYS.SIGNON remains at 0 (zero) until the second window is open.  It
then changes to 1 and remains at 1 even if the second window is later closed.
0 (zero) and 1 are the only possible values for &SYS.SIGNON.

&SYS.SIGNON

Consideration

The purpose in having an initial value of 0 (zero) is so that an NCL procedure may
perform some initialization when only one window is open.  Like most system
variables, it is a read-only variable and cannot be reset to 0 (zero).

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.SIGNON = 1 THEN
    SAY "The second window might be open, or it might not."

&SYS.SYS.ID The &SYS.SYS.ID system variable contains the current operating system identification.
This system variable always returns the version of the current operating system
release.

&SYS.SYS.ID

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "NNM is currently running under "&SYS.SYS.ID
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&SYS.TERM.COLS The &SYS.TERM.COLS system variable contains the number of columns available to
the physical terminal, regardless of the current processing window size.

If tested from a procedure running in a background environment, &SYS.TERM.COLS
returns a value of 80.

&SYS.TERM.COLS

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.COLS > 80 THEN
   SAY "BIG SCREEN"

&SYS.TERM.DEVNAME
The &SYS.TERM.DEVNAME system variable contains the physical name of the
terminal with which the current NCL procedure is associated.

&SYS.TERM.DEVNAME

Consideration

See also &SYS.TERM.TYPE, which contains the type of terminal from the NCL
procedure is running.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.DEVNAME = $ATPD.#TERM1 THEN
   SAY "IT COULD BE JOHN NEW!"
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&SYS.TERM.EXTCO The &SYS.TERM.EXTCO system variable indicates if the terminal from which the NCL
procedure is executing supports extended color.  &SYS.TERM.EXTCO is initially set
when you log on to a terminal.

If the terminal supports extended color, &SYS.TERM.EXTCO is set to 1; otherwise, it is
set to 0 (zero).

Testing of device attributes from within an NCL procedure displaying full-screen
panels is not normally required.   Panel Services automatically suppresses the
generation of color if it is not applicable to the device to which the panel is being sent.
Testing this variable is necessary, however, if an NCL procedure is to display different
panels depending on the terminal characteristics.

&SYS.TERM.EXTCO

Considerations

For a description of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS TERMINAL command, refer
to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

See also &SYS.TERM.EXTHI, which indicates whether the terminal from which the
NCL procedure is executing supports extended highlighting.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.EXTCO = 1 THEN
   SAY "WE HAVE EXTENDED COLOR"
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&SYS.TERM.EXTHI The &SYS.TERM.EXTHI system variable indicates whether the terminal from which
the NCL procedure is executing supports extended highlighting.  &SYS.TERM.EXTHI
is initially set when you log on to a terminal.

If the terminal supports extended highlighting, &SYS.TERM.EXTHI is set to 1;
otherwise, it is set to 0 (zero).

Testing of device attributes from within an NCL procedure displaying full-screen
panels is not normally required.  Panel Services automatically suppresses the
generation of extended highlighting data streams if they are not applicable to the
device to which the panel is being sent.

&SYS.TERM.EXTHI

Considerations

For a description of the NonStop NET/MASTER MS TERMINAL command, refer
to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

See also &SYS.TERM.EXTCO, which indicates if the terminal from which the NCL
procedure is executing supports extended color.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.EXTHI = 1 THEN
   SAY "A BLINKING TERMINAL"
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&SYS.TERM.NAME The &SYS.TERM.NAME system variable contains the logical name of the terminal
from which the NCL procedure is executing.  NCL procedures may need to vary
processing depending on the NCL environment in which the procedure is running.

The value returned from &SYS.TERM.NAME contains, at most, eight characters.

&SYS.TERM.NAME

Consideration

Certain system environments use virtual user IDs and terminal names.  The following
values are returned for base product system environments:

Value Environment

BG-MON Background Monitor

BG-LOG Background Logger

BG-SYS Background System Environment

EMS-PROC EMSPROC Procedure

LOG-PROC LOGPROC Procedure

MSG-PROC MSGPROC Procedure

*REMOTE* Remote Operator Control (ROC) user

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.NAME = #0910720 THEN
   SAY "MUST BE MICHAEL G."
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&SYS.TERM.ROWS The &SYS.TERM.ROWS system variable contains the number of rows available to the
physical terminal, regardless of the current processing window size.

&SYS.TERM.ROWS

Considerations

It is good practice to write procedures that accommodate the largest screen size
but that automatically adjust for a smaller screen.  However, formatting output to
suit the terminal size currently being used offers performance advantages.  Screen
refreshing of large quantities of data takes time, and some of the data might be lost
if the terminal has a limited number of rows.  In such cases, it is more efficient to
use the value in &SYS.TERM.ROWS to write procedures to format the data
appropriate to the terminal.

If &SYS.TERM.ROWS is tested from a procedure running under one of the
background environments, a value of 0 (zero) is returned.

See also &SYS.WINDOWS.ROWS, which contains the number of rows available in
the current window.

Example

The following example displays a warning message if the variable &CNT (which
contains the number of rows required for a screen display) is greater than
&SYS.TERM.ROWS:

TERMROWS: PROCEDURE
    IF &CNT > &SYS.TERM.ROWS THEN
       SAY "GOT NO MORE"
END TERMROWS
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&SYS.TERM.TYPE The &SYS.TERM.TYPE system variable contains the type of terminal from which the
procedure is running.  This variable is useful because the results from an NCL
procedure may be dependent on the type of device that is being used or the NCL
environment that the procedure is running in.

&SYS.TERM.TYPE

Considerations

The &SYS.TERM.TYPE system variable is set to one of the values listed in the
following table:

Value Description

3270 The device is a full-screen IBM 3270 or compatible terminal.  The
&SYS.TERM.COLS and &SYS.TERM.ROWS system variables can be used to
determine the dimensions of the device.

6530 The device is a full-screen Tandem 6530 or compatible terminal.  Dimensions can
be determined in the same manner as for an IBM 3270 or compatible terminal.

BMON The procedure is executing in the background monitor (BMON) environment.

BLOG The procedure is executing in the background logger (BLOG) environment.

BSYS The procedure is executing in the background system (BSYS) environment.

EMSP The procedure is executing in the EMSP environment.

INMC The procedure is running under a Remote Operator Control (ROC) session that
was initiated across an Inter NET/MASTER Connection (INMC) session.

LOGP The procedure is executing in the LOGP environment.

See also &SYS.NCL.TYPE, which contains the type of the current procedure.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.TERM.TYPE = 6530 THEN
          SAY "Valid Request"
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&SYS.TIME The &SYS.TIME system variable contains the current time of day in the format
hh:mm:ss in which hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is seconds.  The value of
&SYS.TIME is taken from the system time.

The value returned from &SYS.TIME is always an eight-character value (for example,
8:00 a.m. is prefixed with a zero: 08:00:00).

&SYS.TIME

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "The time is "&SYS.TIME "."

&SYS.USER.AUTH The &SYS.USER.AUTH system variable contains the command authority level of the
user currently executing a procedure.

The value returned by this variable is in the range 0 (zero) through 255.

&SYS.USER.AUTH

Consideration

If &SYS.USER.AUTH is referred to in a procedure that is not being executed by a
particular user (such as those executed during system initialization), the maximum
command authority level of 255 is returned.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "Your authority level is " &SYS.USER.AUTH"."

IF &SYS.USER.AUTH \= 255 THEN
   GOTO REJECT
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&SYS.USER.ID The &SYS.USER.ID system variable contains the user ID of the user currently
executing the procedure.  The value returned is from one through eight characters.

NCL procedures execute in the NCL processing region of a NonStop NET/MASTER
MS user, represented by a user ID.  The user ID may be a real user or an internal user
ID that supports one of the system level processing regions.

&SYS.USER.ID

Considerations

The internal user IDs within a NonStop NET/MASTER MS system are formed
from the system's domain ID and a suffix that represents the particular internal
environment that they support.  Typical internal user IDs are those that support
the various background environments, such as the background logger.

The SHOW USERS command displays a list of the active user IDs operating in an
NonStop NET/MASTER MS system.  These user IDs always appear first in the
SHOW USERS display.

See also &SYS.TERM.TYPE and &SYS.TERM.NAME.  These give the type of
terminal and the logical name, respectively, of the terminal with which the user
has logged on.

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

SAY "Your user ID is " &SYS.USER.ID "."
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&SYS.USER.LC The &SYS.USER.LC system variable contains the language code for this user.
NonStop NET/MASTER MS supports the specification of a language code for a user.
This code can be used to provide language-dependent processing from NCL.  Such
processing includes variation of spelling, of error messages, or of help panels for a
particular user.

For example, if the PANELRC operand of the CONTROL verb is used, and there is an
error in a panel, NCL places an error message in the &SYSMSG variable.  By default,
such system messages are in American English.  The contents of &SYS.USER.LC can
then facilitate translation of this message.

&SYS.USER.LC

Considerations

The system administrator is responsible for setting the code for the language that
is current for the system.  It is a two-character field that must be entered in the
User ID Management Services (UMS) definition record.  Choose characters that
can easily be interpreted; for example, US for American English, FR for French,
and so on.  NCL performs no validation on this code.

See also &SYSMSG, which contains an error message set by NCL panel services
and/or NCL file processing.

See also the CONTROL verb in Section 3, “Verbs.”

Example

The following example shows a procedure named SAY_IT that displays a panel called
“HELPUS” only if the language code is “US”:

SAY_IT: PROCEDURE
    IF &SYS.USER.LC /= US   THEN
       GOTO NOTUS
    &A = &SYS.USER.LC
    PANEL NAME = HELP&A
    EXIT
    NOTUS:  SAY "NO SUCH PANEL"
END SAY_IT
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&SYS.USER.MODE The &SYS.USER.MODE system variable indicates whether the current user ID has
been used.  If the initial installation user ID is being used, the value of this variable is
INSTALL.  If this is the first time a user has signed on, the value of the variable is set to
NEW.  Otherwise, the value is null.

&SYS.USER.MODE

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.USER.MODE = NEW  THEN
   SAY "Welcome to NNM"

&SYS.USER.PWSTATE The &SYS.USER.PWSTATE system variable indicates whether the user's password has
expired.  This variable is set to EXPIRED when a user's password has expired.  At all
other times this variable is set to null.

&SYS.USER.PWSTATE

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.USER.PWSTATE = EXPIRED THEN
   SAY "Change Password now!"
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&SYS.VARCNT The &SYS.VARCNT system variable contains the number of variables created or
modified by the last NCL verb that used generic processing.  A number of NCL verbs
are capable of generating one or more variables necessary to hold data that results
from the verb’s operation.  An NCL procedure can use this system variable to
determine how many variables have been created, as shown in the following example.

&SYS.VARCNT

Example

The following example uses the &SYS.VARCNT system variable in two different
ways:

VARCNT: PROCEDURE
DO FOREVER
    INTREAD ARGS TYPE=ANY
    SAY " THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES CREATED BY INTREAD IS ",
          &SYS.VARCNT
    INTREAD VARS=&WORD* TYPE=ANY
    DO &I = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
        SAY "WORD "&I" OF TEXT IS " &WORD&I
    END
END
END VARCNT
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&SYS.WINDOW.COLS The &SYS.WINDOW.COLS system variable contains the number of columns currently
available to this processing window.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS supports split screen operation, with a maximum of two
operational windows.  When using split screen operation, the number of display
columns available to the procedure may be less than the physical width for the screen.
&SYS.WINDOW.COLS indicates the number of display columns available for the
window it is tested in.

&SYS.WINDOW.COLS

Considerations

The dimensions of the physical terminal (regardless of the window dimensions)
can be determined from the &SYS.TERM.COLS and &SYS.TERM.ROWS system
variables.

It is good practice to write procedures that accommodate the largest window size
but that automatically adjust if used in a smaller window.  This variable can be
tested to determine the number of display lines available to a processing window.

When subtracting fixed panel overhead from &SYS.WINDOW.COLS, the NCL
procedure must allow for the system variable having a value as low as 1.  This is
the case when operating in split-screen mode for which only a single line is
allocated to the window.

If referred to in a background environment, &SYS.WINDOW.COLS is 0 (zero).

See also &SYS.TERM.COLS, &SYS.TERM.ROWS, and &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS.
The dimensions of the physical terminal (regardless of the window dimensions)
can be determined from &SYS.TERM.COLS and &SYS.TERM.ROWS.
&SYS.WINDOW.COLS contains the number of columns currently available.

Example

In the following example, the &SYS.WINDOW.COLS system variable is tested to see
whether it is large enough for a screen display, as required by the value in the
&MINWIDTH variable:

IF &MINWIDTH > &SYS.WINDOW.COLS THEN
   SAY "NOT ENOUGH COLUMNS"
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&SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER
The &SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER system variable contains the identifier of the current
window.  The current window (in whose NCL processing environment a process is
executing) is assigned either a 1 or a 2 to differentiate the primary window from the
second window.

&SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER

Consideration

If referred to in a background environment, &SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER is 0 (zero).

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.WINDOW.NUMBER = 2 THEN
   SAY "WE HAVE AN ALTERNATE"

&SYS.WINDOW.OCS The &SYS.WINDOW.OCS system variable indicates whether the NCL processing
environment is associated with an OCS window or a virtual user.  This system variable
contains 1 if the NCL process is associated with an OCS window.  It contains 0 (zero) if
a virtual user owns the NCL process.

&SYS.WINDOW.OCS

Consideration

If referred to in a background environment, &SYS.WINDOW.OCS is 0 (zero).

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.WINDOW.OCS = 1 THEN
   SAY "This procedure is run from OCS"
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&SYS.WINDOW.REAL The &SYS.WINDOW.REAL system variable indicates whether the issuing procedure
has access to a terminal window, and if it can issue a PANEL statement.

For any NCL procedure executing in an NCL processing environment that is
associated with a real terminal window (for example, a procedure that is not running
in a system background environment or as a ROC session), &SYS.WINDOW.REAL
returns a value of 1.  Otherwise, NCL returns a value of 0 (zero).

&SYS.WINDOW.REAL

Consideration

If referred to in a background environment, &SYS.WINDOW.REAL is 0 (zero).

Example

The following example shows how you might use this system variable:

IF &SYS.WINDOW.REAL THEN
   SAY "THIS PROCEDURE CAN DISPLAY A PANEL"
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&SYS.WINDOW.ROWS The &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS system variable contains the number of rows available in
the current window and should be used when developing procedures that may be
executed in OCS windows of different sizes.

The system supports split screen operation with a maximum of two operational
windows.  &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS is useful when using split screen operation, and
the number of display lines available to the procedure is less than the physical number
for the full screen.

&SYS.WINDOW.ROWS

Considerations

It is good practice to write procedures that accommodate the largest window size
but that automatically adjust for a smaller screen.  This variable can be tested to
determine the number of display lines available to a processing window.

When using &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS, the NCL procedure must allow for any fixed
overhead associated with a particular panel.  For example, a panel may have a title
on the top, followed by a line of column headings, and a blank third line.  Data
then begins on the fourth line of the panel.  The procedure must therefore allow
for these three lines before attempting to calculate the number of display lines
available for data.

After subtracting fixed panel overhead from &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS, the NCL
procedure must provide for this system variable having a value as low as 1.  This
is the case when operating in split screen mode in which only a single line is
allocated to the window.

If referred to in a background environment, &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS is 0 (zero).

See also &SYS.TERM.COLS, &SYS.TERM.ROWS, and &SYS.WINDOW.COLS.
The dimensions of the physical terminal (regardless of the window dimensions)
can be determined from &SYS.TERM.COLS and &SYS.TERM.ROWS.
&SYS.WINDOW.COLS contains the number of columns currently available.

Example

In the following example, the &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS system variable is tested to
determine if it is large enough for the display of some panel (not shown):

IF &CNT > &SYS.WINDOW.ROWS THEN
   SAY "NOT ENOUGH ROWS"


